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frlday, february 10, 1984 
will be cloudy Friday with occasioiial 
rain and drizzle. The highs will be in 
the low to mid 40s with southerly 
winds 1 O to 18 mph. Later in the 
evening it will be in the low to upper 
30s. On Saturday it will be sunny 
and warmer with highs in the upper 
40s to low 50s. 
Montgomery attempts to touch his nose in a sobriety test administered 
Charleston police officer at the Alcohol Forum held last night in the 
rsity Ballroom. (News photo by Doug Apple) 
coho/ awareness forum 
·ves taste of inebriation 
ry Holland 
ur slight ly  inebriated Eastern 
nt s "toed t he l ine" Thursday 
t and all  but o 1e passed with 
gcolors. 
nior Audrey Dumentat and 
rs L o r e t t a  H e a g y , B i l l  
aney and Phi l  Montgomery al l  
k varying amounts  o f  alcohol 
then took a field sobriety and 
halizer test t o  determine their 
of drunkeness. 
mental, Heagy, and Mon­
ery, who took the test s as part 
an alcohol· awareness forum 
ored by the Off-Campus Stu­
Housing Association and the 
nt  Se•1a1e Awareness Commit­
assed the tests. 
owever, Mulvaney , who drank 
beers prior to the forum , 
tered . 1 0  on the breathalizer 
hine, the minimum intoxicat ion 
needed to be convincted of 
ulvaney said ,  "I felt good but I 
't believe my judgment was im­
. I would have driven this  
way, but I guess the machine 
doesn't l ie." 
Mulvaney and the other studen t s  
had t o  w a l k  a straight l ine a n d  then 
t i lt t heir head bac k ,  st retch their 
arms out  to the side and touch thei r 
nose with t heir r ight and left index 
fingers. 
Charleston police o fficer Roger 
Cunningham , who adm i n i stered the 
sobriety test to M u lvaney, said he 
would have probable cause to arrest 
Mulvaney based on t h e  resu l t s  of his 
sobriety test. 
The sobriety t es ts  were the 
highl ight o f  t he alcohol forum, 
w h i c h  a l s o  fea t u r ed Becky 
Markwel l ,  the coordinator of the 
Comprehensive Alcohol Safet y Pro­
gram project. 
Markwell  told the st udent s  during 
t he discussion , "During th i s  forum. 
six people wil l  die in an alcohol­
related crash." 
" I f  you choose to  drink . that's 
your  business. But if you choose to  
dr ink  and drive, that's everyone·s 
business , "  she added. 
Women's groups for 
lower rape penalties 
by Kevin McDermott · 
and Mike Sengstock 
Il l inois women ' s  groups ,  hoping to 
see more convictions,  generally sup­
port a push by the state legislature to 
lower the penalties for some rape 
charges,  Coles County State's At­
torney Nancy Owen said. 
Owen , who- spoke at Eastern Friday, 
said the new legislat ion wil l  lower the 
legal class ification o f  rape from a class 
X t o  a class one felony. 
" Some people lobbied on the posi­
t ion that  i t  would be easier to get con­
vict ions if t here are l ighter penalties , "  
Owen said. 
U nder the current  class X stat us ,  the 
penalty for rape ranges from a 
min imum of six years in prison t o  a 
maximum o f  30 years .  If rape is chang­
ed to  a class one felony, the min imum 
sentence would be four years in prison 
with possible parole and a maximum of 
1 5  years. 
Polly Pask i n ,  I l l inois  Coal ition of 
Women Against Rape di rector ,  said 
the coalition was " t he major drafter 
and proponent o f  t hi s  legislat ion .. . 
Among t he changes made i n  rape 
law s ,  Paskin said , i s  the consolidat ion 
o f  eight exis t ing rape laws into one law 
and a legal name-change for the crime 
from "rape" to "criminal  s·exual 
assault.'' 
The law has been passed by t he 
legislatu re and has received an amen­
datory vet o  from Gov. J i m  Thompson. 
U nder t he original legislat ion , a person 
could be convicted of  eit her sexual 
assault or aggravated sexual assault 
against h i s  or her spouse. 
Thompso n ' s  amendatory veto made 
only the aggravated sexual assault of a 
spouse a crime. The amended law takes 
effect July 1 .  
Paskin  said spouses are protected 
against rape "for the first t ime" under 
the new legislation. 
Paskin added that the coalit ion does 
not agree with Thompson's amen­
datory veto,  but is  not taking any im­
mediate act ion on it. 
Sandy Rives, who heads Coles 
County Women Against Domestic 
Violence, said her group supports t he 
spousal rape provis ion in the legisla­
t ion. " We support any type of legal 
provision which strengthens laws for 
spousal rape." 
"Some people feel we were soft on 
rape , "  Paskin said, but added that she 
believes the new legislation will make 
rape a " crime with fewer elemen t s  to 
prove" and will  ult imately increase the 
conviction rate. 
Coles County Women Against  Rape 
Coordinator Bonnie Buck ley said the 
legislat ion is supported by her 
organizat ion for t hat reason. 
"A lot o f  juries don't want to  con­
vict a person if  th$!y're going to  be im­
prisoned for a long period of  t ime, " 
Buckley said. 
Owen said Friday she " objects to  t he 
lessen ing o f  the  penalt ies" for rape , 
and a'dded that some women's groups 
who supported t he legislat ion may 
h�ve bel ieved it  would actually 
s t rengthen t hose penalt ies. 
" They (some women's groups) had 
no idea what they were doing, " Owen 
said. 
Gretchen Saries, one of  the founders 
of t h e  E a s t e r n - b a sed S t ud e n t  
Awareness Committee-a group focus­
ing on the issue of rape, also believes 
some people were mislead into suppor­
t ing the legislat ion. 
" I t was a misconception,  almost , "  
Saries said Sunday, adding that 
although the original idea for the 
legislation was to strengthen rape laws , 
"t hings have turned around . " 
She said she also believes that Illinois 
prison overcrowding may have been a 
factor in the legislature' s  push for 
shorter sentences. 
rge turnout for residential night security program 
y Zurawski 
re than 1 50.Eastern students have picked up ap­
'ons for the experimental night assistant securi­
am to begin Feb . 20, a housing official said 
ay. 
sing Director Lou Hencken said 1 53 students 
picked up applications; however' he noted 'only about 1 25 students had turned the ap­
. ns in. " 
e originally had 1 00  applications printed , but 
out on Tuesday �nd had to have more made 
be said . 
experimental night assistant program, which 
be comprised · of students chosen by hall 
lors in charge of the program, will act as a 
ent to the Campus Police Department and 
ce hall staffs . 
x·banker sentenced 
ormer Coles County National Bank president 
McSparin was sentenced Thursday to prison 
five years on two counts of embezzlement and 
plying funds. 
seepage3 
Applicants will be screened by the program 
counselors next week , Hencken said , adding that he 
hopes "to have them hired by the end of next week. 
" It i s  great that we had so many applicants because 
we didn't  know what to expect at first , "  Hencken 
said . 
I n  addition, he said having more applicants will  
allow us to hire more people for each area to prevent 
"job burn-out . "  
The five init ial areas being established for n ight 
assistants will include Carman Hall, Thomas and An­
drews ·halls, Taylor and Lawson halls, Lincoln,  
Stevenson and Douglas halls and Triad and Pember­
ton halls . 
Hencken said, ''About 7 or 8 people will be hired 
per area . "  
· 
Voter sign up set· , 
· Students can register for the 1fg54 Presidential 
election on campus next week. 
seepage& 
Keith Kohanzo, night security committee chairman 
said , "The duties of the n ight assistant will be to 
make frequent rounds of all the buildings in  t heir 
area; check the outside doors, public areas, lounges· 
and common areas and noting and reporting any 
safety problems or concerns . '' 
He added that the night assistants will  not be ex­
pected to confront people who appear suspicious . 
Hencken said t he night assistants will be paid 
minimum wage,  $3.35 an hour. 
The night security program, will cost about 
$ 1 2,000 to conduct for the remainder of the semester, 
he said.  
"Since the money wasn't appropriated for in this 
year' s  budget , we are rearranging it to cover the cost 
of this program, "  Hencken said . 
·Drake routs Eastern 
The Lady Panther basketball team lost big 
Thursday night to the Drake. Bulldogs at bes 
Moines 77-52. 
seepage12 
2· . 
·Syria warns U.S.; no evacuation 
BEIRUT -The U.S. 6th Fleet bombarded the rebel-held 
ridges outside Beirut for a second day Thursday, after 
government and rebel gunners traded deadly artillery bar­
rages around the divided and devastated city. 
Lebanese and Syrian reports claimed U.S. Navy jets also 
went into action over the mountain area Thursday, but a 
U.S. military spokesman denied it. 
Syria, whose troops occupy the mountains with the 
Druse-Moslem anti-government forces, issued an ominous 
warning to the United States. 
The U.S. Embassy here said, meanwhile, it was not yet 
considering a general evacuation of the estimated 1 ,500 U.S .  
citizens in  Beirut. 
Police say demotions 'political' 
CHICAGO-Eighteen former high-ranking police of­
ficers who say they were demoted because they did not sup­
port Mayor Harold W (!.Shington have filed a $ 1 0  million 
civil rights suit. 
Among those named defendants in the suit filed Wednes­
day are Washington and Police Supt . Fred Rice. The suit 
contends Rice demoted the officers at the mayor's  insistence 
Dec. 2. 
The officers all had supported candidates other than 
Washington for mayor in last year' s  election and "were 
punished" with demotions so room could be made to ap­
point Washington su"pporters to their positions, the suit 
said. 
Utah says 'no' to Illinois request 
SALT LAKE CITY-Gov.- Scott Matheson chose to ig­
nore advice from his attorney general's office in denying an 
Illinois request to extradite a Utah businessman accused in 
the cyanide death of an employee of a suburban Chicago 
film-recovery firm. 
Matheson refused Monday ·to allow extradition of 
Michael MacKay, an officer of the Chicago firm, to face the 
murder charges, saying he has "contributed much to our 
community." , 
Gov. James Thompson and other Illinois officials were 
outrag�d at the Utah decision and have vowed to pursue 
every legal avenue to bring MacKay to their state. 
Frida , Februar 1 0, 1 984 The DaU Eastern N 
Broken 'wrist' foils shuttle test 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)-Bundled in 
their bulky suits,  Challenger's  exuberant 
spacewalkers performed an impromptu rescue 
Thursday, snatching b�ck a piece of equipment 
as it drifted toward the junkyard of space. 
They flew free and joyously, propelled by 
bursts of nitrogen gas from their backpacks. But 
the day was not without its disappointment-the 
latest in a long series for this shuttle crew. The 
"wrist" on the shuttle's robot arm refused to res­
pond to commands, canceling a docking rehear­
sal with a rotating object. 
''The view is simply spectacular and 
panoramic, "  astronaut Bruce McCandless told 
President Reagan when he ·made his customary 
once-a-mission call to the shuttle . 
McCandless was showing restraint wit 
commander-in-chief. Earlier he had ex 
"Up, up in the bay." His partner, R 
Stewart , said, "Boy, it's awful pretty." 
Pessimism that bad weather would again 
or cancel a first landing Saturday at Flo 
Kennedy Space Center turned to optimism 
expected weather front stalled over T 
" Right now it's looking real good for KSC,' 
astronauts were told. 
From mission control came applause 
when McCandless reached over the side o 
spaceship and, like a child pulling at a ball 
retrieved a foot restraint that had broken 1 
and was floating away. He was on his safety 
at the time. 
u.s� says shelling is for defens 
SANT A BARBARA, Calif. (AP)-The 
Reagan administration Thursday shifted its 
justification for shelling anti-government ar­
tillery batteries outside Beirut , saying that the fir­
ing was solely to defend the multinational force 
in Lebanon and not to prop up the country's tot­
tering government. 
White House deputy press secretary Larry 
Speakes said an.agreement worked out with Con­
gress authorizes shelling only to protect U.S. ser­
vicemen and other troops in the multinat ional 
force. 
A day earlier, Speakes had said an agreement, 
which had authorized Marines to stay in 
until April 1 985, called for the United States. 
take what steps are necessary in support o 
duly-constituted government of Lebanon. 
that's what were doing." 
In view of his reversal, Speakes was ask 
the justification had been clear to him 
Wednesday. " No, it wasn't," he replied. 
Over the past two days, the battleship 
Jersey has pounded artillery positions in 
mountains outside Beirut with its heavy 16-" 
guns. 
Lawyer accuses police of tortur 
CHICAGO (AP)-Defense lawyer Earl 
Washington, who alleges that police using a 
"black box" tortured two of his clients into con­
fessing to murder , says he didn't believe another 
client who made the same charge five years ago. 
" I  had a client tell me (in 1 979) that it (the 
black box) had been used on him," Wahington 
said Thursday. " I  feel like a fool. I wish I'd delv­
ed into it more deeply .'' 
Police officials flatly denied the use of torture 
and the existence of a black box. 
Washington mad� the charges in a motion 
Wednesday to disqualify Criminal Court Judge 
John Crowley from presiding over the trial of 
Leonard Kidd and Leroy Orange, both 
Chicago . 
Orange and Kidd are charged with killing fi 
people, including a 10-year-old boy, on Jan. 
and setting fire to the victim's South Side a 
ment . 
Crowley, who had heard evidence about 
black box in another murder trial-in which 
drew and Jackie Wilson were accused of ki 
two policemen-removed himself from the 
rent ca,se. 
Washington alleges that the box is 
periodically by detectives at the Pullman 
police headquarters. 
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If you'd rather have a 
Pagliai's, but you have a 
coupon from some other 
place, we'd "druther" 
you used it here on one of our pizzas. 
I 
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rmer bank official sentenced 
Sisulak 
Eastern News correspondent 
VILLE-Former Coles County 
Bank president Carl W .  
i n  Thursday was sentenced in 
court to five years in prison for 
unts of embezzling and misap-
bank funds. 
· tant U.S. District Attorney 
Risley said McSparin's sentence 
as a result of his involvement 
unauthorized loans during his 
as CCNB president. McSparin 
guilty to two counts of issuing 
under false pretenses . 
parin used the " funds to help 
his construction o f  a water 
on Springhaven Campground and 
entual purchase of  the park itself 
named Sunset Lake Park , "  Risley 
cSparin admitted to signing the 
of friends to promissory notes 
led to the funds being deposited 
business account , "  he explained . 
a plea agreement filed Sept . 28, 
rin pied guilty' to two of seven 
men ts that involved a total of 
According to the indictment , 
McSparin "made and authorized a 
$40,000 bank loan in the name of 
Steven Hutton ·without Hutton's  
knowledge." 
Risley explained that. Hutton, friend 
of Mcsparin and a former CCNB bank 
executive, offered a list of unauthoriz­
ed loans compiled by the CCNB Board 
of Directors. 
Among the list were loans issued to 
McSparin 's  son Mark for $ 1 30,000; to 
Saudi-Tex, Inc . , listed as the former 
owners of the Longhorn Saloon, 500 
block of Van. Buren St .  , for $70,000; 
and to Jerry Nikitas , former owner of 
Roe's Lounge, 410 6th St . ,  for 
$ 1 53,000. 
Nikitas is one of five former 
stockholders of the CCNB who have 
filed a compliant against the CCNB 
Board of Directors because of losses 
incurred when CCNB was declared in­
solvent in May 1 982 . The CCNB has 
since reopened under new ownership as 
the Eagle Bank of Charleston .  
Judge Baker said the total loss  to 
bank stockholers after the bank was 
declared insolvent was $2.4 million, 
Risley noted. 
Risley said a second document he in­
troduced as evidence was a report from 
James A. Sherf, a national bank ex­
aminer, which stated, "the examina­
tion identified $2,034,000 in losses, of 
which $722,000 was tied up in loans, 
plus an additional $457 ,Ooo that were 
classified as 'Doubtful' indicating high 
potential for future loss." · 
The examiner's  report went on to 
state that "these loans played a major 
role in the eventual decision to declare 
the bank insolvent." 
Although Risley said his evidence 
weighed heavily for the prosecution , 
McSparin produced six character 
witnesses on his behalf. 
Risley said McSparin was "very sur­
prised" at the severity of the sentence 
which includes five years in prison, 
three years probation and restitution of 
the loans .  . 
McSparin's attorney, Ron Tulin , 
said , " We're just going to have to wait 
and ,see what happens next . I don't 
know , we might appeal. We have a few 
days to decide . "  
Purchase Any 
Glasswear at 
203 off 
and 
receive 50c worth 
of penny candy 
Free� 
�c 
·Red Hot to 
C rds Sentimental a . Sweet 
Chippendale Mugs 
20% off 
Distinctive Glassware 
AA disagrees on provision changes 
Plenty of Candy 
· To Sweeten 
Anyone's Day 
e Council on Academic A ffairs 
ay discussed and tabled three · 
sed revis ions o f  academic waiver 
and changes in freshmen admis­
equirements .  
members and admissions o f­
disagreed about whether the 
' ns  should be approved . 
Laible, dean o f  the College 9f 
and Sciences; introduced three 
· ems to be included in the current 
mic waiver rules. 
three items involve appeals 
go to the waiver appeals com­
after previously being rejected 
ns in authority .  
of the recommendation� in­
giving the committee power to 
academic overload rules . 
luded in the same recommenda­
summer school Stl!dents with 
" It will depend on the deans who are 
sitting on the committee , "  Martin said . 
Currently, the academic waivers appeal 
committee consists of three dea·ns. 
· 
However, CAA mem ber· R o n  
Wohlstein said he w a s  i n  favor o f  t h e  
rule because students improperly 
counseled are not able to graduate in 
four years .  
Wohlstein said · the ru le  would 
" allow the waiver appeals committee 
to correct our mistakes . '' 
In other business,  Laible introduced 
the College of Art s and Sciences cur­
riculum committee proposal concern­
ing a change in freshmen admission re­
quirements .  
Laible said the committee was in­
terested in having the additional re­
quirements explained in the catalog . 
The proposal also included a request 
for a humanities/fine art s requiremen't 
and three years of math,  science and 
social science for high school students . 
The CAA did not have a h u manities 
requirement in their subcommittee's 
recommendations and two years of 
math , science and social science instead 
of three . 
CAA member Robert Barger said he 
was concerned about making changes 
in the admission requirements because 
" small schools might not be able to 
meet the requirements . '' 
CAA member Earl Doughty noted 
that Eastern's controlling board, the . 
Board of Governors , will not change 
state freshmen admissions requirement 
until June 1 985 .  
Wohlstein said he would prefer to let 
students enter Eastern under the pre­
sent requirements .  
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second provision states that 
fer students may have courses 
other universities that they would 
to count toward general re­
. 4-6 Upstairs at ROC'S 
ents approved by the waiver 
ittee. 
· 
fin al proposed addition would 
leave committee. waiver rules 
for changes . 
'strar James Martin said he ob­
to the second rule, indicating 
some deans already do not ap­
courses listed for general re­
ents. Martin  noted that if deans 
the power to waive students they 
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Follow up RHAsecurity program tnstghtout: . · 
. 
-
_ , _ _ GaryBurro 
The first step toward a safer campus, we However, what also needs to decrease is 
hope, will influence others into taking a giant 1 the vandalism, robbery and rape that takes . 
leap toward the same goal. place on. campus beyond the halls. 
The Re.sidence Hall Association's ex- And the_ proposed all-university security 'Al I together no 
perimental night assistant program is that task force could - take the giant leap toward 
first step. increased campus-wide .security and start a • t th - - . The AHA i_s to be commended for in- program similiar to the night assistant pro- pie -Ure e powe 
Editorial stituting the night gram as soon as possible. - _ - . assistant program, The pr�pos�d all-un_iversity security tas� _of un1·f1.ed SQCl•ety iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii which is scheduled to. force, which will combine the RHA's secun-
begin Feb. 20. This program will be com- ty commission, the Student Security Com- -
posed of students who will patrol residence mission and the Off-Campus Housing - "The dream is over. "-John Lennon, 19 70 
halls ·and report any safety-problems during Association, could fill in the holes that the 
late-night and early-morning hours. RHA's night assistant program can't. 
In. the past, some attempts to increase We hope this program will not be dropped 
safety on campus via escort services and in- as the increased lighting and escort service 
creased lighting on campus have been programs have. 
discussed but never implemented. But, this And the all-university task force could 
is not true of the night assistant program. _ come up with a feasible program that at-
Though this program is only experimental tempts . to eliminate vandalism and rape 
and will not guarantee total safety in the campus-wide. 
residence halls, it is worthy of praise There is no possible way to make this or 
because it is one of the first security pro- any campus totally secure, but the night 
grams to get off the ground. assistant program should make the 
When _this program does go into effect, residence halls area more secure. 
the chances of vandalism and robbery tak- Now, the all-university security task force 
ing place in many residence halls could could_ significantly increase security across 
decrease. on the entire campus. 
Your tum 
No joke; some nien act 'funny' -
Editor: 
In response to Jon Goudreau's letter to the 
· editor in the Feb. 7 issue of The Daily Eastern 
News, I would first like to compliment him on his 
morals and truthfulness regarding the situation 
between the men and women on this campus. 
I agree that there must be nice men out there. 
But why can't they put their egos aside as you do . 
and jus(be friendly. In the past three weeks alone, 
it has been my experience, as well as my friend§' 
experiences, that the opposite is true. 
Three times I have been confronted by ·the male 
- gender and asked to accompany them to their 
room� for ... sex. , 
One I had known for two months casually . 
Another I had known for two hours. And the last I 
hadn't even met yet. His first words were, "How 
about coming up to my room, I know you want to." 
A little friendship? Sounds like a lot more than 
that to me. I would welcome friendship and even a 
relationship ·as well. What happened to a little 
courtship before sex? And for that matter, marriage 
before sex? 
I haven't met all 4,000 of you men, 
but-because of the way things have been 
going-I'm counting my blessings. 
I'm not asking for your pity, and I_ don't classify 
all men as a joke, but_ I wish some of them would 
prove it otherw4se. Thanks again for your honesty 
concerning this situation. Would the nice guys 
please stand up? 
Name withheld. upon request_ 
Eastern speaks: This week's question was asked and photos taken by Beth Lander. 
Who gets your vote for pre.sident.now? 
Pierre Cason 
freshman 
business 
''I'll vote for Mondale. I 
feel he needs the 
chance to show people 
what he can do. Reagan 
; has already been there." 
Nancy Norman 
senior -
elementary education 
"I'm not really sure. 
We need to weigh each 
candidate's qualifica­
, tions very carefully. Be­
ing a farmer's wife, I'll 
see which candidate can 
help our 3 percent 
.minority the most." 
Suzette Ferrelli 
junior 
psychology 
"I'd vote for Reagan. 
He's got his plan with in­
flation. If he doesn't get 
president, the other per­
son will have to start all 
over again, establishing 
his ideas." 
Therese Trainor 
freshman 
business 
"Right now, would · 
probably vote for Presi­
dent Reagan again. He's 
begun to straighten out 
the country. He might as 
well keep in there. He's 
keeping his flow going." 
Yeah, yeah, yeah, it was 20 years ago. So 
Time marches on7a lot has occurred in the last 
years. We all have our.selves to take care of. W 
have our own dreams to take care of. 
The papers pour out classic 20-year 
photographs and feature stories about 40-year 
who remember they were driving down the s · 
threatening the kids when "She Loves You" sq 
ed on a transister radio; aAd how the British in 
swept into their lives like Eastern stude11ts' buc 
to Charleston. 
And people complain,. "Who cares? Why w 
about some aging superstars that made the 
stop for a minute and say, yeah, we hear 
Great!" 
These same complaining people undoubtedly 
regurgitate the lyrics as the old hits continue to 
up on radio now and maybe forever. 
"AH you need Is love. " 
Perhaps the grumblers who denounce the er 
ed princes of rock 'n' roll are voicing a 
reaction; a wish to return to that magic time 
everyone was together on a same tangent. 
And perhaps the kids who spin on their 
the endless clones of the highly commer 
musical top 40 thumb their noses because they 
never be a part of the emotions echoed among 
masses that revelled in- the Beatles' simple 
minute masterpieces. 
Twenty years ago; a key was turned that o 
door to a common ground on which everyone s 
Few events in our memory banks have been 
attract our hearts and minds like Beatlemania did: 
Today, our sm�ll select groups and individ 
attitudes won't allow us to open ourselves to 
neighbors, let alone any sort of mass appeal. 
devour the latest fads, the latest fashions and 
most - popular products that are shoveled into 
troughs as fast as we can suck it up. Mean 
memories and mass attention are hidden away 
time -capsules like the few days in 1964 when 
Beatles invaded America. 
In the '60s, -people shouted wishful ideals 
peace, equal rights, freedom from hunger, re 
sion and bueaurocracy-ideals thought to be bey 
our control. Sadly, the screams and emotion for 
Beatles in 1 964 had little purpose; only a means 
release agression, anger, an� pent-up frustration 
the atmosphere-,harmless gases . 
Sure, the Beatles were innocence personified 
1964. But, the nouveau riche kids grew up fast 
soon displayed-a desire for political oneness that 
ly their ivory-tower lives could envision. Few w 
caught up in the social ideas that many of their so 
conveyed, but to most, it was "Ob-la-di, Ob-la-da." 
I doubt that the potential of oneness with tel 
man is dead. It's just lies dormant in the gr 
American dream of mass production and mass 
sumption. 
But imagine the possibilities if this - beast of un· 
co_uld be shaken loose from its slumber and be nu 
ed to productive action with the issues that plag 
civilization today. 
"You may say I'm a dreamer, but ... " 
-Gary Burrows is editorial page editor and a regu 
columnist for the Daily Eastern News. 
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SHA to offer Housemate Agreement 
t Rhyne 
nts concerned about living off 
because of potential problems 
mmates and bills may be more 
nt about their living ar­
ents through a new program . 
program , sponsored by the Off­
Student Housing Associat ion , 
the Housemate Agreement .  
Housemate Agreement i s  a plan 
g students to s ign a contract 
cir roommates agreeing to cer­
ving condit ions and financial 
HA Vice President V ick i  
said the program i s  designed to  
some type of  protect ion for 
s living off campus .  
y times,  one of  the roommates 
it school in the middle of the 
er or between semesters because 
ncial or academic reasons. 
they are able t6 find a sub leaser , 
her roommates are left paying 
hare of the rent and u t i l i t ies , "  
said . 
"Under the Housemate Agreement , 
students will be able to fil l  out a con­
tract with their other roommates 
stating that they will be responsible for 
paying their share of the rent , electrici­
ty and water , "  she said .  
In  addition , the  contract wi l l  also 
provide sections where students can 
make other agreements such as setting 
up certain quiet and study hours and 
rules regarding houseguests ,  she noted . 
The final details for the contract wil l  
be completed in the next few week s. 
" We hope to give the Housemate 
Agreement a big send-off at the annual 
Housing Fest scheduled for March 
1 4 , "  she said . .  
" H owever, we hope to have the con­
tracts avai lable to off-campus students 
who are interested by the end of 
February . We will  also be mai l ing 
copies to the various landlords that 
house students in Charleston , "  she ad­
ded. 
Boysen saicl the idea for th is  type o f  
contract gained favorable response in a 
ucation conference set 
I Wells group discussions. 
n effort to bring reform and U niversity of  I l l inois  President 
back into higher educat ion and Stanley Ikenberry and former State 
t of the I l l inois  school system , a Rep . Glenn Schneider wi l l  serve as con­
' de  education con ference wil l  be ference co-moderators . 
ted March 2-3 in Springfield. " I  envision these sessions focusing 
is House Spe;:i ker Michael on a broad range o f  issues including 
n said the con terence at the improving and monitoring t eacher per­
is an opport uni ty  ' ' t o  closely formance , the state ' s  role in upgrading 
e met hods to improve the way educational standards and t he question 
preparing our young people for o f  focusing more resou rces on schoo l 
ure . "  improvement goals , "  Madigan said. 
r t oo long now , we have focused ' The conference will  examine issues 
e more than the dollar and cents  at all levels o f  educat ion including 
educat ing , "  Madigan said. eleQlentary, secondary and higher 
dded t hat he will invite private educat ion . 
blic school teachers, school ad- " We m ust make sure t hat t he cur­
rat ion and concerned cit izen riculum set forth at all levels i s  aimed 
�1adigan est imated that at at prepar ing students for t he fut u re , "  
people w i l l  at tend. Madigan said. "We cannot expect this 
dd i t ion . leading educat ion o f- state t o  grow and prosper i f  we neglect · 
wi l l  address the con ference and our  young people." 
· 1  a �eries o f  workshops and 
I con ' t  believe t t  ; trusted vou . .  and you drank the last Molson. 
survey conducted by the OCSHA 
Survey Committee. 
A similar plan is currently being ·used 
successfully at the University of 
Southern California.  Boysen said she 
took the contract to Student Legal Ad­
viser Steve Davis  for suggest ions.  
Bands to play 
i n  Jazz Festival 
Students who enjoy j azz music may 
want to attend Eastern ' s  25th  annual 
Jazz Festival and awards concert 
Saturday . 
Allan Horney , Eastern ' s  j azz direc­
tor said 35  different high school bands 
wil l  compete in  the fest ival to  play at 
the awards concer t .  
Four bands w i l l  b e  chosen to  play in  
the awards concert. " Each o f  the four  
finalists wi l l  be  from di fferent size 
schools , "  he said. 
" Most o f  the schools are from the 
central and northern part of t he s tate , " 
he noted. 
Guest art ist  Al len Vizzu t t i  wi l l  per­
form along w i t h  the band final ist s .  V iz­
zu t t i  has become one o f  the top 
t rumpet players in the nat ion , Vizzutt i  
said .  
Vizzut t i  attended t he Eastman 
Schoo l o f  M usic and received t he only 
Art is ts  Diploma given r o  a brass 
player . he said . 
Eastern ' s  \1arching Blue w i l l  jo in  in 
. at t he awards· concert . 
Admission for t he concen is free . 
The fest ival wi l l  be co nd uc t ed from 
8 : 30 a . m .  to  1 1  : 30 a . m . and 2 : 00 w 
4 : 30 p.m. in Dvorak Concert  H a l l and  
t he U n i o n  Ballroom . T h e  J \\ ards con·  
cert w i l l  fol low a t  7 : 30 p . m .  
GATEWAY 
LIQUORS 
4 1 3  W. Lincoln 345-97 2 2  
EASTS IDE 
PACKAGE 
1 7 24 Jackson 345 - 5 7 2 2  
- SPECIALS 
-LIQUOR 
Calvert 7 50ml . . . . . . . . . .  5 . 69 
Captain Morgan 
Rum 7 50ml . . . . . . . . . .  5 .49 
Gordon Vodka 7 50ml . . . .  3 . 99 
J&B Scotch 7 50ml . . . . . .  8 . 99 
Bois Amaretto 7 50ml . . . .  5 . 49 
Bois Schnapps 7 50ml . . . .  4 . 69 
Bois Sloe Gin 750ml . . . . .  4 . 69 
--WIN E  
Korbel Champagne 7 50ml 
Extra Dry ,  Brut . . . . . . . .  7 . 49 
Wei Leinen 
Liebfraumilch 7 50mL . .  1 . 99 
Martin i  & Rossi 
Asti Spumant� 7 50ml . .  8 . 99 
--BEER 
Blatz 6pk/can . . . . . . . . . .  1 .  7 9  
B u d  Light 1 21 1 2 can . . . . . 4.  99 
3 - 1 2 pks . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 3 . 99 
Old Style 1 21 1 2 nr . . . . . .  3 . 99 
Old English 6pk/can . . . . .  1 .  99 
Station & Station Dark 
1 /2 bbl  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  30.00 
Draft gal lon . . . . . . . . . .  2 . 49 
3 gal lons . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 .99 
... 
·Phi Gamma Nu - · 
would like to welcome 
its I 984 Spring Pledges 
Kim Anderson 
Julie Arrnani 
Nlona Bedell 
Path Caubre 
Cbttie Decker 
Jawn Uieckgrafe 
Laura Fuesting 
:harcn Cvn2 
J.ihe Gosnell 
/mn Gtr.te 
Elaine Haarman 
rJJTt. Kloss 
Ann McKeague 
Kim Messer 
Tracey Phillips 
Sharon Pittman 
Kathy Renn.a 
Lori Rupkey 
T arrt!11y Schadde.1 
Gir --- C::..1- .-: rrK ._, , Q  ,_·1 1 0  : 
Kathy She.a 
' l  1e "zos:i.� k "·"··-' ..., �c. 
Cmd' ' Tifn'r',...,er l J 1 'l-' ' ' . 
/v\ichelle S:n\X'aab 
*� c.ongratulations r *" 
Love J The Phi Garn Actives 
� 
6 
Campus voter 
registration set 
by Laura Seymour 
With the March 20 primary election 
coming up, students may be interested 
in taking the opportunity to register on 
campus next week.  
Betty Coffrin ,  Coles County election 
administrator, said students must 
fulfill two simple requirements to be 
eligible to vote in the partisan primary. 
"The student must be 1 8  years old 
on or before the date of the election 
and must have lived in the precinct for 
30 days , ' '  Coffrin explained . 
When registering to vote, students 
must show that they fulfill voter 
registration requirements by presenting 
two forms of identification which pro­
ve their age and residency, she noted . 
Any student interested in registering 
to vote may do so from 9 a .m.  to noon 
and from 1 to 4 p .m Tuesday and 
Wednesday in the Union Walkway, she 
added. 
Students may also register at the 
Coles County Courthouse from 9 a .m.  
to  noon Feb . 1 1  and 1 8 ,  Coffrin s_aid .  
The cutoff · date for registering to  
vote in  the March 20 primary election 
is Feb . 21 , she added. 
"Students who wish to remain as a 
voter in their home county may ·obtain 
an absentee ballot by filling out a state 
application and sending the application 
to their home town , ' '  she said. 
Absentee ballot applications may be 
obtained in the Student Government 
Office in the Union, she noted . 
Students may also register through 
precinct committeemen , but must do 
so with the committeeman from their 
precinct . The Coles County Clerk's  of­
fice will provide the names of commit­
teemen representing each precinct , 
Coffrin said . 
Voter prednct lines divide Eastern 's  
eampus into three separate precinc­
ts-the 1 5th, 1 6th and 1 7th, she said . 
Scholarships 
to be awarded 
Nominations for the two · 1 984 Liv­
ingston C.  Lord Scholarships are cur­
rently being solicited , Charles Titus, 
director of alumni services, said . 
Titus said the $2,000 award, in 
memory of Eastern' s  first president ,  
"is for the purpose of  recognizing 
students who have achieved high 
academic excellence. ' '  
H e  added that eligible students must 
be of "junior or senior status and have 
been nominated by the head of the 
department in which their major has 
been declared . "  
· H e  also noted that one o r  both o f  the 
awards will be given to a student 
enrolled in the teacher certification 
program and the other will be given to 
a student in another curriculum . 
The scholarships will "be presented 
at the spring commencement cermonies 
by President Stanley Rives, ' '  Titus 
said. 
This year marks the 50th aniversary 
of \the "Lord Scholar" award which 
was established through charitable 
<lonations, he added. 
Titus added that the nominations 
from department chairmen must be 
submitted to his office by March 9 and 
ill be reviewed by a five-member 
alumni selection committee. 
Shop the classifieds 
for BARGAINS!  
Friday, February 10, 1984 
.1 
A&l -
D'TOWN CHARLESTON • 345·9222 • Sat. & Sun.  A l l  Seats $1 . 
Matinee 2:00 p .m. 
STA RTS 
TO N I G H T 
THE BIG CHILL 
In a cold world 
need friends l!J you �MBIA PICTURES 
Sat. 7:00 & 9:00 · 
STA RTS 
TO N l-G H T ·! 
F R I DAY & 
SAT U R DAY 
"ES 5:30"• 7:1 5•9:00 
S U N DAY N I G H T 
."ES 5:30"•7:1 5 
Su n. n ite 
7:30 only 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · · · · 
SAT. & S U N-. MAT uE S 2:00 p.m." :·MuAR'(y' A,T TADULTS ·i-· �----------...i 
tWHOW. $200 J 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
20,h  C f N T U A Y  F O X  
Fr i .  & Sat.  N i te " E S  5:00"•7:1 0•9:1 5 
Su nday N i te " E S  5:00"•7:1 0 
Sat. & S u h .  Mati nees 11 E S  2:1 0" 
A CROWN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES RELEASE 
Color by DELUXE 
F r i .  & Sat. N i te " E S  4:30"•7:1 0•9:25 
Su nday N i te "ES 4:30"e7:00 
Sat. & S u n .  M a t i nees " E S 2 :00" 
72 hours of liberty 
to forget everyth ing -the 
Navy ever taugh t them. 
F R I .  "ES 5:1 0" 
7:20•9:20 
SAT. "E S 5:1 0" 
7:20•9:20 
S U N .  "ES 5:1 0" 
7:20 
SAT. & SU N . 
MAT I N E E "ES 2:20" 
...... --�-------------------------. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . f MARLYYAIT TADULTS 1 E.WHOW $200J 
. • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. . .  
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edia special ist major to be created fJIMrJDI 
'SUPER 
SUBS 
y Landers 
new media specialist major has 
created with the recent approval 
tern' s  Information Services and 
nology program by the Ill inois 
Teacher Certi ficate Board . 
nald Smitley, department of 
1 personnel chairman, said the 
a specialist program will include 
work in instuctional media,  
science and computer systems .  
itley said his staff worked to 
ign and combine the library 
e program and instruct ional 
program to meet state re­
ments .  
itley added , " With the dual  train­
f library science and instructional 
a, student� graduating from the 
am will be more employable . "  
itly noted that work for the cer-
rty planned 
r candidate 
mocrat Tom Lindley , 1 9t h  dist rict 
ressional candidate,  w i l l  be t he 
of honor at a wine and cheese 
tion Friday . 
e recept ion ,  intended t o  give 
bers of Eastern 's faculty a chance 
t Lindley , will  begin at 3 : 30 p . m .  
home of Eastern faculty member 
Knoop, 1 7 1 0  University Dr. 
oop said the event " is not a fun-
dley, one of  four Democrat s vy­
for the 1 9t h  dist rict nominat ion , 
gi\'e a short speech at the recep-
aren 8epich . 
and 
evin  Cannon 
You make Taylor Hall 
a great place to live ! 
Thanks for all 
your hard work. 
t ification has been underway for three 
years and added · that he was "very 
pleased" with the new program . 
Courses previously taken in either 
l ibrary science or instuctional media 
will  apply toward the new major,  he 
added . 
Before the certi ficat ion,  students 
had to take a copy of  their t ranscript s 
to the Il l inois State Teacher Cert i fica­
t ion Board for cert i fication , Smitley 
said .  Often students  would be told 
they needed addit ional  courses ,  he 
said .  
S tudents  c o m p l e t i n g  m a s t e r s ' 
degrees in education in the I ST pro­
gram now are eligible to receive cer­
t i fication " through entitlement , "  
Smitley said . 
He explained that entit lement occurs 
· when the school indicates to the cer­
t i fication board that the student has 
completed the certi fied major .  The stu­
dent will  then receive cert i ficat ion 
through the school .  
Funding for pool to be cut 
by Kevin McDermott 
The Charleston City Council Tues­
day unanimously passed a motion to 
cut off all city funds to Charleston ' s  
Rotary swimming pool as of  March 1 5  
unless t he Charleston School Dist rict 
begins to partially fund the faci l i ty .  
The decision was reached at the 
regular council meet ing Tuesday after 
a discussion about repair and renova­
tion bil ls the city has been paying to 
keep the pool open . 
Under an old agreement ,  the school 
district is  supposed to help · the city 
fund t he pool ,  which is on school pro­
perty ,  in exchange for use of  the facili- · 
ty for swimming classes during the day . 
At night ,  the pool is open to the 
general public . 
Finance Commissioner John Beusch 
said Thursday that the school district 
has not been paying its share under 
t hat agreement . . 
"The school district got into finan-
cial t rouble and. quit paying , "  Beusch 
said , adding that the city continued to 
cover the expenses to keep the pool 
open . 
However,  he said,  "We (the city) 
can ' t  keep bearing this all by ourselves 
anymore-at this  point , it ' s  j ust not 
equitable . "  
Only $4,000 was set aside i n  t he city 
budget for maintenance of  the pool . 
However , the city has already �pent 
$20,000 this fiscal year on the pool ,  in­
cluding bil ls  for installing bathroom 
part it ions , new underwater l ights  and 
$ 1 6,000 for repairing t he roof. 
Beusch said that Charleston tax 
money has been used to cover the cost 
of keeping the pool open . He added 
that this  pract ice is  unfair . to 
Charleston taxpayers ,  because some of 
the children in the schools who use the 
pool live outside Charleston . 
" Charleston residents  are paying an 
unfair share, " he said .  
: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · :  : · .  l '  y Bel-Aire Lanes : 
• • 
• • • •  
• • 
• ...::-- I J I O  L mm • CHARLISTOH, IUINOIS • e Ooe t>Aock Nort!' ol W1ib WalkefS Shopping Center • 
• • 
• Now features: • 
• • 
: Bowling , pinbal l , videogames and pool : 
: then afterwards ,  visit our . : • • : · I nd ian Lou nge : 
: Bring a date moonlight bowling Saturday 1 1  p.m . - 1 a.m. : 
• Bel-A ire Lanes Phone 345-6630 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
OVER ONE - HAU: POUND 
OF � li:�H VE!:i(E.'$ , M�5 
A)J D HOME:·SAKED ��EAD ON 
1 VE.�'( U8 ! 
IMMEDllTI 
DELIVERY 
· 94&-1071 
4PM TO 12PM 
52.·50 
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Tonight at TED'S 
Rock & Rol l  Show 
from St. Louis 
Located 2 blocks I 
north of Roe 's I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l o  
1 0 . c: 
i .,, ·6/IBIM 0�f; �� ��� ' -' TITAN ·' · ' 1 0 , z 
ow you can get a QUALITY trip at a discount price ! Our 
1 89 . 00 Daytona Beach package for only-
from 8 · 1 0 · I 
I w / coupon 
Songs by Loverboy, Van Halen , I 
rry , sale ends Wed., Feb. 1 5th) $1 59 ! 
For Info 
Pl�ase Call : 
• Dave (345-371 6) 
• Mark (581 -2385) 
· • Frank (581 -2387) ' 
-� � 
---rours 
z 
0 
a. 
:::> 
0 0 
Def Leppard, Sammy Hagar, Rush : 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · 
Saturday at TED'S I 
I 
Rock & Roll Show from Milwaukee I 
" Wal ly Cleaver " I i� 
1 1 0 
1 1 z 
I , The Fabulous Rve that 
won 't let you stop dancing ! !  I 
Get in for only *1 . 00 from 8- 1 O w/couPlrn - I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - -� - - - - - - l 
COUPON lliliililillil••---· 
Friday's 
8 Classified ads 
Report errors Immediately at 511 ·211 2. A correct ad wlll appear In the 
next edition. Uni•• notified, we cannot be reaponalble for 1n Incor­
rect 1d 1fter It• first Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
&Services Offered 
Need a resume? See the 
resume experts Copy-X Fast 
Print. 207 Lincoln Ave. Call 
345·63 1 3.  
__________ oo 
I'll type for you.  Call Debbie 
at 345·4466 after 5 : 00 p. m. 
_____ c·MWF·2/29 
Help Wanted 
S U M M E R C A M P  
COUNSELORS.  Overn ight  
girls camp in  New York's 
Adirondack Mountains has 
openings for counselor­
instructors in tennis, waterfront 
(WSI , sailing, skiing, small 
crafts), athletics, gymnastics, 
a r t s / c raft s ,  p i o n e e r i n g ,  
photography, drama, dance, 
computer, R .  N . ,  general 
counselors .  I nformation 
available in Placement Office or 
write: Andrew Rosen , Point 
O'Pines Camp, 2 2 1  Harvard 
Avenue ,  Swarthmore , PA 
1 908 1 . 
_____ c-2/ 1 0 , 3/9 , 4/3 
OVERSEAS JOBS . .  Summer. 
yr. round. Europe, S.  Amer. , 
Australia, Asia. All fields . 
$900·2000 mo. Sightseeing. 
Free info. Write IJC , P.O. Bx 
52-IL3, Corona Del Mar , CA 
92625.  
_________ 315 
CAMPUS REP POSITION.  
Earn commissions and FREE 
TRIPS promoting high quality 
-Spring Break trips to Colorado, 
Daytona Beach and South 
Padre Island. Call Summit 
Tours 800-32 5-0439 . 
----=-----2/ 1 0  Wanted: Financial Accoun· 
ting Tutor 2 to 3 times a week. 
Call 3836. 
_________ 2/ 1 0  
'7 Wanted 
Want a room? A car? A 
stereo? A job? Whatever you 
want. c,heck the..e,&stern News 
classified ads. 
· 
cOOh 
Rides/Riders 
Need ride to and from Quin­
cy, I I . ,  weekend of Feb. 1 0 . 
Will pay gas money. Call 
Sharon 345-47 1 8 . 
_________ 2! 1 0  
Ride , needed 2 1 1 0 to 
McHenry-Crystal Lake (nearby 
area) .  Gas $. Call Jim 345-
7661 . 
-------,---,-,...2 1 1 0  Help! Looking for a ride back 
to EIU Sunday ( 2/ 1 2 )  from 
O'Hare or H insdale Oasis. Ca l l  
Reg ina 345 -4568 . 
________ _,,2 , 1 0  
2 9irls need ride to Cham­
paign . Leave Sunday .  Call 
C har lene 5 8 1  - 5 6 8 9  o r 
Carolyn 345-6780 . 
_____ __ 2 1 0 
Slicw that speC1al fr iend .l;OU 
care - the classified way. Put 
your personal message in  the 
announcements 
_ _ _ _ ___ ___ ._cOOh 
ft Roommates 
Roommates needed : 2·  
b e d ro o m  c a b i n ,  La ke 
Charleston, $ 1 25 month, half 
utilities, mate or female, call 
Steve 345-31 1 7  or 348· 
8455. 
-=--..,..---:----�00 Two female roommates 
needed : Furnished 2 bedroom 
apartment on 1 0th Street. 
(Near Buzzard) .  $ 1 20 per 
month··water furnished. Call 
581 -3340. 
------.,---2/ 1 0  Needed-one female room· 
mate , nice apartment, partly 
furnished. Large bedroom of 
own . Rent negotiable. 345· 
2 760, after noon. 
2/ 1 4 
t• For Rent 
Rent a mini-storage as low 
as $20 per month . Sizes 4x1  2 
up to 1 Ox2 2 .  West Route 1 6 . 
Phone 345- 7746 .  
00 . ...,...,N-:::-0-:-:W.,......,.A.,...V"'A,..,IL-:A-::B::-L-=E-: ...,1-a_n
_d. 2 
bedroom apartments ranging· 
from $2 1 0  to $300 per month . 
Two persons per unit .  Student 
and non-student locations. 
Carlyle apts . 345- 7 7 4 6 .  
------..........,---00 
Apartments and pr ivate 
rooms near square.  Call 345-
7 1 7 1  froi:n 1 0- 1 1 a . m . or 
5-7 p . m .  
-=--=-:-:-:-:-- :---:--=--:00 
For Fal l :  Very nice 1 . 2 . & 3 
bedroom houses . C lose to 
campus. No pets . Call 3 4 5 -
3 1 48 after 6 : 00 p . m .  
__________ oo 
N i c e ,  la rge apartment  
available immediately .  2 or 3 
people. 4th Street . Call after 2 
p . m .  & evenings 345- 1 059 .  
2 1 0  
-R�E�D�U�C�E�D�!,-=Fu"'R=N:-:=ISH E D  
APARTMENT three rooms. 
b a t h r o o m . s t o r e r o o m . 
Available immediately . 3 4 5 -
4846 . ' 
...,.,---,---:=---.....,--- 2 1 0  Very nice 5-room house with 
garag e .  Redecorated . 2 
bedrooms. New carpet . Elec · 
tric heat . 3 blocks from cam· 
pus. Phone 345-6834 
_ _  2 1 5  
For Sale 
MUST SELL 8 -track . AM-FM 
stereo system in good condi­
tion .  Price negotiable Call  
5 1 95 for information . 
...,..--,,-�--=--=--=-- 2 1 0  
GREAT VALENTINE GIFT' 
Portraits by professional i i ·  
lustrator . from $1 5 .  Satisfac ­
t ion guarantee d .  Cathy. 3 4 8 -
0242 . 
-�-,.,---:---:-::-::--::::-:- 2. 1 7 
1 9 7 3  Hon da 1 7 5 . E lecnc 
start . exce l len t  ·condit ion . Ca l l 
Dan 3 4 5 - 9 3 7 3 
------� 2 1 0  
Rust.  gold , & brown floral 
sofa : orange velour swive l 
chair . 1 5 - gallon water heate1 
bell reduc ing machine : base 
kitchen cabinet Pnone 3 4 5  
6834 
2 1 5  
For Sale 
SONY Walkman/headset,  
auto FM converter. Good con· 
dition . Negotiable. 345-637 1 .  
________ 2/ 1 3  
3-year old Yamaha tenor 
saxophone.  Excellent condi­
tion.  Price negotiable . Call 
348-5998. 
-----,---2/ 1 0 
Fuzzbusten II radar detector. 
Get this instead of a ticket. 
Reasonable. 58 1 - 5083 . 
---------,--2/ 1 0  Marantz receiver and amp .  
$ 1 00 a piece. Phone evenings 
348-09 7 7 .  
________ 2 / 1 6 
For sale,  gold plaid sofa bed 
in excellent condition . Make of· 
fer 345 -6904 . 
_________ 2/ 1 4 
For sale :  Burglar alarm for 
house or dorm . Comes com­
plete with perimeter and mo­
tion detection.  3-digit dis­
arming code with delayed entry 
system. $ 1 20 O . B . O .  Call 
Ross at 345- 1 5 1 4 .  
_________ 2/ 1 4  
For Sale:  Mens Sekai 2 500 . 
Good cond.  25" frame. Needs 
new seat . $37 5 must sel l .  
-----..,,----2 1 5  
For Sale :  2 Police concert 
tickets in Chicago on Feb . 
1 9th .  Call 348-8048 .  
_________ 2 1 1 7 
W h o l e s a l e  1 4 K G o l d  
Chains-sold by weight .  Call 
348-5350 . 
2 1 7  
0 
] Lost/Found 
LOST : Brown tr i -fold wallet 
with ID's inside. I f  foun d .  call 
Kevin at 58 1 - 2 90 1 . 
--.,.-------- 2 1 0 
FOUN D :  O n e  cream-colored 
ir ish-knit mitten . Located near 
Hucks. C laim at Eastern News 
· Office. 
________ _ _ _  2 1 0  
LOST : Set of keys. on Mrs 
Packman key ring . with a small 
rench attached . Call Wil l ie 
Hodges. 3 4 8 - 5 2 9 3 . 
2 1 0  
LOST . Saturday n ight at 
Mothers a blue and white ski 
coat with red and green tnrr. 
Ther were tan gloves and keys 
on a Lincolnwood key chain If 
fc u n d .  please contact Rhonda 
3 4 5 - 1 384 
--- - - --- 2 1 0  
LOST Key on Lincoln hail 
n ng I f found call  5 2 8 5  
- -- - . 2 1 0  
LOST 6 keys on Carman 
Hall  key chain Sat night .  4th I f  
found please cal l  Br ian 5 8 1 · 
5 4 3 4 .  
_ 2  1 0  
Girls r ing lost on hi l ls by 
M c Afee . Please call Pa.n 
2 90 3 . Possible reward 
______ __ 2 1 0  
Fou nd-be ige m itten C la i m 
at the Eastern News Office 
2 1 0  
LOST . Management 3 1  O 
Sec 2 book 1n Life Science 
2 0 1  between 2 00·3 · 00 on 
Feb 8 Cal l Ju l te  Boldt 1 f  
toun d  
- 2 1 5  
Official Notices 01\icla l  f\'otices are paid for through the Of· f ice of University Rela tions. Q•Jestions concer· ning notices shcu id be d i r ected to that Office. 
::;1nar.c•al  Aid 
o:sbur.>ement . 
A • ,r\1nt' jai aid r€,t:! 1i8nt 
"'C!°1ec:!1lud to recei ve 'lid 
et,ruarv 1 4th should report to 
' '1e  G1  and Bali room on 
· eoruary 1 4 or 1 5  with hi::>/ her 
<;:uaer.: ID card between !h"' 
'lours o: 9 a . m .  and '3 : 3l' p m  
. •  nr.ludino noon hour ) .  Any �tu­
den\ un�ble to appear CJL!r• .g 
!hese hours shoJlo notify Mrs 
Armstrong ( 58 1 -37 1 3) prior •o 
February 1 4th . If il!u 1s 10 l'e 
�rpli·ad to University c-b,,g<: 
:1::. n s .  the stuaent must sign the 
voucher�s\ during those !1ours 
a!so .  ftie r.ext d1sbu• sement 
aate will be March 2, 1 984 
Sue Mckenna, Du ector 
Financial A·ds 
Student Teaching 
Chicago 
Alt S' ·dents planning to stu­
dent t1ei1ch in the Chicago area 
F-,111 � 884 rii.;st attend pre­
stuaent teaching meetings 
«cheduled with coordinators 
1 0  0 0 · ' 2 : 0 0  p . m  o n  
Thur«d<�Y Feb 2 3  If you ' , ve 
rot ye� i11 1ed out ar appltc<. u r, 
c ome t the Student Teach1 .  •..J 
Office 1r Buzzard Room 21 0 to 
make appl1cat1on Rooms •or · 
tlie meet•n!;;S a·e as !ollows 
Northwest suburbs-Neoga 
1'loom . Un iversity u'n 1on 
S n u t il w e s t  s u b u r b s ·  
Shelt;)'Vil le fioom . Un 1vers1ty 
Jn  ion 
P•oot ot Admission to 
' c�actier Education 1s requirea 
t-eiore the studert teaching 
ass1gn'Tlent is finalized TB 
Clearances must be ccmpleted 
and submitted tc the Student 
r each1ng Otf1ce before the end 
of the Spnng Semester or the 
student teaching as!1i9nment 
wil l be cancelled . 
Also , Fali student teacners 
must ourchase the Workbook 
ior StudEJ11t Teaching a! the 
Union Bookstore and take to 
tli£- p r e stuc!en!  t e a c h i n g  
meetings 
Fr ancis Summers. Chairman 
Srudent Teaching Dept 
Textbook Rental 
Notes 
To?xtbool-- Sales for the Spr­
:ng semester wil l  begin on 
M onaay , February 1 3  and will 
end on Friday, April 1 3 . 
Students wishing to purchase a 
text which is checked out to 
ther- 1'.ust bring the book in at 
the time cf the purchase . TRS 
hour s o' operation a1 e 8 00 
a . m . - 1 2 . 00 and 1 : 00 p . m . -
4 : 30 p . m .  Monday through Fn-
day . 
Richard L. Sandefer 
Director,  TRS 
'iJ Lost/Found 
Found : sunglasses by Life 
Science Building . Can be pick­
ed up at the Eastern News Of­
fice.  
-::---,-- -.,...-....,......,..-21 1 0  Found: one blue jacket col­
ored stripes around bottom. 
Come to Eastern News to iden­
tify . 
-:---------2/ 1 4  
Found : prescription glasses 
by Life Science Building . Claim 
at Eastern News Office . 
-::�::-:-:::----:-:--2 1 4  
FOUND: 1 set of keys on a 
leather strap . Call Tom 348 -
863 7 .  
-:----=-----2 1 1 4  Lost : Two tone b lue  
backpack. lost in Coleman Hall 
room 1 20 .  Call Randy at 58 1 -
5802 . 
_________ 21 1 4  
Announcements 
......... ___ ----------------
Carpet your room with a rem­
nant. See Carlyle Interiors 
Unl imited . West Route 1 6 . 
open 8-6 Mon .-Sat. Phone 
345- 7746 . 
-=--,...-..,---,---,..,.,..--00 Don ·t miss out on this one! 
Daytona for only $ 1 59:00.  Call  
Tom 348-076 1 or Mike 345-
7507 . 
---------=-2 1 0  
The hottest spot for SPRING 
BREAK '84 " '  The Plaza Hotel 
and Daytona· Beach ' " Call 
Scott 58 1 - 2 684 Jeff 3 4 8 · 
808 2 .  
-...,.--.,-- -=--c::-=-::-=-c:- 2 1 0 
Y O U N G  DOC TO R S I N  
LOVE . Date special . couples 2 
for the price of one Friday 
6 3 0 and 9 : 0 0 G ra n d 
Ballroom 
2 1 0  
Come ski with u s  at Alpha 
Sigma Tau Rus_h 
2 1 0  
THE FAMOUS T RAVELER'S 
TRIVIA TRIP CONTEST 
ANSWERS ARE 
Frodo and Charles Lindberg 
THE WINNERS ARE 
Mark Lee and Dan Netzel 
THEY WILL NOW BE ELIGIBLE 
FOR THE G RAND PRIZE DRAWING 
Watch the classified ads on 
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY 
You , too , could be a winner! 
C O N T EST A N T S  W I T H  THE RIGHT A N ·  
SWER. PLEASE COME T O  T H E  EASTERN NEWS TO 
PICK UP YOUR CLASSIFIED COUPON.  
" D�it-yourself " CLASSIFIED AD FORM 
N ame 
Phone 
Address 
Ad to read : 
U nder c lassif 1cat1ofl of 
Dates to run �--. I Student? [ ' Yes c ' No ( piease ch eel<. Cf'E \ 
CLASS!Ft ED A D  I N FORMATION 
COST : 1 4  cents per word first day, 1 0 cents per word �ach consecutM� 
day thereafter 1 min imurr: 1 0  words ) .  Studt::nt ra!e is half price and aa MUST 
be paid for in advance t 
PLEASE : no checks for amount'> less tnan $ � . OC .  
PLEASE print neatly . Don t use Greek symbols 
Fill out this form ana cu� out from newspaper . Place ad and money in 
envelope and deposit in the Ne ws drop-box in the Union bv 2 p. r one 
business day before it is to run .  During the summey semester i:he News will 
be pubHshec Tuesdays and Thursdays only . 
Ads may be submitted in person by coming to the Ne ws office , located 1n 
the Buzzard Education Build ing,  North Gym . Office hours are 8 : 00 a . m .  to 
4 : 30 p . m .  Monday through Friday . 
Legitimate Lost & Found ads are run FREE for three oavs . but dates to 
run must be specified . There is a limit of 1 5  words per ad . 
AP political ads MUST contain the words. "Paid for by" and the name of 
the person/organization 'paying for the ad . ·No poiitlcal ad can be r un without 
this information 
The Ne ws re$erves the nght to edit or refuse ads considered ttberous or 
in bad taste. 
Method of payment : ::::J Cash D Check {please check one' 
Friday's 
1 0, 1 984 Classified ads Report errors lmmedletely et 581 ·2812.  A correct ed wlll eppeer In the next edition. UnleH notified, we ce11not be re1pon1lble for en lncor-r19Ct ed efter Its first Insertion. o .. dllne 2 p.m. previous dey. . 9 
<J� AnnouncementS <]�Announcements <]�Announcements � } Announcements . . · '\-�!; Announcements 
ALLY FRUSTRATED? 
let us take the trustra­
of preparing your tax­
and Federal prepared 
for just $5. Call 348-
or 348-0768 .  
._ __ �c- 1 /20, 27  2/2 , 1 0 , 1 7 , 24 
be fooled · ·by · thl:i 
Fun nme Tours and 
Motel have the trip for 
ona only $ 1 59 . 50.  
e Wollam at 581 -
______ 2/ 1 7 
best friend, BUST, 
happy birthday! ' You 
tile so much hap­
You are the BEST. I 
SO much . Icy Mud. . 
________ 2/ 1 0  
I? Birthright cares. 
ting. 348-855 1 .  Mon­
Thursday, 3-5 p . m .  · . 5/3 
A FREE TRIP TO 
A! Raffle tickets sold 
A members for $1 . 
wili be raffled Feb. 
�-----2/20 
BREAK SPECIAL! ! !  
can take a QUALITY 
Daytona Beach at a 
NT PRICE! Coastal 
$ 1 89.00 package is 
· $ 1 59 .00! Sign up 
ends Tue .  (Feb. 
Call Dave (345:3 7 1 6 ) ,  
1 -2385) , Frank ( 58 1 · 
�:::-- :::-- -2/ 1 0  Flower Shop reminds 
order your Valentines 
ftower order EARLY ! 
345-7007 .  Nobles 
PIKES; We had a great time, 
let's do it again soon . Love, the 
Tri·Sigs. 
________ 2/ 1 0  
Dave Devon: I 'm looking for­
ward to a great weekend in St. ·  
Louis. Hope you are too! Love, 
Cindy 
________ 2/ 1 0  
W h o l e s a l e  1 4 K  G o l d  
Chains-sold by weight. Call 
348- 5350 . 
________ 2/1 7 
SCOTT "Bunny" ROTHER· 
ING, Hope your 2 1 st Birthday 
is a HARE-raising experience. 
Your Pal , Paul 
________ 2!1 0 
A N N  M A R I E  
ATCHISON-SMILE! ! .  You're 
gonna be 20 tomorrow. Happy 
Birthday and have a GAEA T 
weekend.  Love, The Gang 
________ 2/ 1 0  
Romance your Valentine with 
flowers from • Nobles. Don't 
delay , order today! Call 345-
7007.  
________ 2/1 0 
Learn Karate and Self· 
defense. Shudo Kan Karate 
Club meets Tu
.
esdays and 
Thursdays from 3:00 p . m . ·  
5 : 00 p .m .  Wesley Student 
Center 2202 Second St . ,  
across from Lawson Hal l . ·  
Beginner class starts this 
week. 58 1 - 2834 . · 
________ 2/23 
Party, Sunday Night at the 
Delta Sig house. Everyone's in­
vited . 
________ 2/ 1 0  
Did Mom & bad reject ya? 
ALPHA TAUS, ge(psyched! 
Formal is just around the cor· 
ner! It's gonna be great! 
________ 2/1 0 
Have you or anyone you 
know been sexually assaulted? 
Free and confidential help is 
available. Call Women Against 
Rape 345-2 1 6 2 .  
________ 3/6 
CASINO NIGHT: Feb. 1 8  in 
the Union Rathskeller! Lots of 
fun ! Entertainment & prizes ! 
Sponsored by Tri-Sigma and 
Old Style !  Be there! · 
________ 2/ 1 0  
Congratulations to Judy 
Mann for setting a new ex­
tinguisher record of 4 minutes. 
�-------2/.1 0 
GRAMPS GRAMS SINGING 
TELEGRAMS. Pies in face 
available . $5.00 .  345 - 2 9 1 7 . 
________ 2/ 1 0  
rat's tales 
LAST chance to buy a 
special someone a carnation 
from S . A . M .  Also a chance to 
WIN a big chocolate kiss. 
Come to S . A . M .  table today 
from 1 0-2 ,  will deliver, only 
$ 1 . 
________ 2/ 1 0  
Lenny, Happy 2 1  st! Have 
fun this weekend! All my love, 
Jackie. 
________ 2/ 1 0 
DEAR SECRET ADMIRER:  
The ice is crushed and ready!! ! 
Juice. 
________ 2/ 1 0 
ALVIN :  Hope you get it 
tonight! Happy 2 1  st birthday. 
Simon & Theodore. 
-=-:-'.=-::-- ...,--...,-- ·21 1 0  HEATHER:  You're really 
something special ! Good luck 
this weekend!  Love , DAVE , 
2 / 1 0 
EIU Bowlers, - -Let's get 
psyched for Panther Classic . 
We can do it, if we do our best! 
Love, Donna 
-=...,...-,,::--=--:---:----:--:--2/ 1 0 TEKES, tJ:ianks for the great 
bedtime party! The ALPHA 
TAUS 
----,---'-....,,..---2/ 1 0  Kimmy Lou-Congrats on 
pledging Phi Gamma Nu. Love, 
your Favorite Sister 
________ 2/ 1 0  
Tekes: Thanks for the great 
pajama party Wednesday 
night! Let's function again 
soon ! Love, The Alpha Taus 
---.,---- --::--2/ 1 0 Becky Lichenor: Congratula­
tions on going into 'I' week! 
Have fun & get psyched for ac­
tivation . You'll be a great asset 
to active chapter! Love, Mom 
________ 2/ 1 0 
Congratulations DAVE and 
Ct-JAR! . . . Tara (a happy aunt· 
to·be) ! ­
________ 2/ 1 0  
, TBN : Congratulations on be· . ing nominated greek king can -
d i d a t e ! Y o u r  w i l d e s t  
nightmares. 
�-------2/1 0 
Puzzle Answers 
T I l D U  c - -- E I S  A B E l I T E S  l A I B E A K  
l A T E R A l s  y II II E T R Y 
C R  0 · � w R D p u z z l E -- S T  D � I • l � A• -
D E T 0 U R I S N E  A R 
I V A N I I N S  E T I T A T A D I p s I N E H  R U I S S T S U T E •  R E T A  R D T A P 
p A S T E S - E  A T E R Y T 0 A S T M  A S T E R •  
� G R I D •  I A N •  I N N 0 I 
D A I L y N E W s p A p E R S 
s l E E T E D I  A T T I R E D 
C A S T O R - - s  E N S 0 R 
located 5th and Jeffer-
Well then come party with the 
Delta Sig's Sunday at 3 : 30 .  All 
welcome, 1 705 9th St. 
________ .2/ 1 0  · Rock Show ������---��---.--------------------------­J""o£, OVR )\1... l31J>\ DE. f) VTtD LA S T  Wtf K! ______ .2/ 1 0  
man's junk is another 
ure - sell those un· 
Items and tum Clutter 
. Use the Classifieds! 
�-----·CO Oh 
Remember - lost-and-found 
ads are run three days FREE 
as a service to our readers! 
Please limit ads to 1 5  words or 
less. 
________ .cOOh 
Buy , sel l 
a nd 
1-tO\.J '.$  IT 00 1)-J& ? 
. J 
\.o/H .L.. 1317Y), ·i-tr� ;r11.sT 
St:TTt.I?. THA µ  "Hoe7KclJ 
) 
2/io 
>f>ll(E c. 
SA Y IT} DOI NG 
o)I SLl/11. t,JH fifrlltN.'' 
WHO!/ 
( 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
m a ke money 
i n  The Daily 
Eastern News 
classified ads 
BE A SUN CHASER . 
National College Fun We_eks . 
South Padre Islands 
$ 9 8.  00 (up-plus air) 
Grand Opening Special 
March (3- 1 0) ( 1 0- 1 7) (1 7 -24) (24-3 1 )  1 984 
Steamboat Springs, Colo . 
$ 1 5  8.  00 (up-plus air) 
March ( 1 8-23) (2 5-30) 1 984 
For details call : Charleston 
Travel Bureau 
..-----------------.. 
YOU 
tMN rr.1 
\ 
WIK AH 
()(IN MAH 
PtCKIJP 
TRrlCK .' 
� a n d  y ' S S w e e �  S h o f f  e 
"Stop by-satisfy Yol:J r  Sweet Tooth" 
H ours 
Tues.-Fri. 1 2-7 
Sat. 1 0-� 
closed Sun. 
a nd Mon. 
For Your Sweetheart 
-valentines Boxes of 
Pease' s Chocolates 
from S i  80 - 5 6 60 
To Ensure Delivery 
ORDER YOURS TODA YI 
FREE Delivery to the Dorms 
Open Monday 
for your last - m inute convenience 
call 348-833i TODA YI Lower Level of Reflections 
Friday, February 1 0 ,  1 984 
Track$fers set for-tough weekend 
by Mike Nelson and Doble Holland · weekend's open meet . Magee, who will 
A select group of runners from compete in the 60 and 300-meter 
Eastem's men's track team will com- dashes, is expected · to place high, 
pete Friday and Saturday in the Illini Moore said. 
Classic at the University of Illinois .  In addition, former Panther starr-
"The competitors in this meet are in- dout Perry Edinger will represent the 
vited from the results of past perfor- Eastern Illinois Track Club in the 
mances and (the meet) mainly will 5 ,000-meter run, Moore said. 
· determine qualifications for the na- Meanwhile, the remainder of 
tional meet , "  Eastern head coach Neil Eastern's  team ·is entered in a 
Moore said. developmental meet Saturday morning 
"This is the cream of the crop from at the University of Illinois Armory. 
40 to SO NCAA Division I schools par­
ticipating in this meet , "  he continued. 
"These are the elite members of each 
earn competing in this meet , so we'll 
ave to really work hard to place. "  ·Sprint standout Claude Magee i s  one 
f seven Panthers entered in this 
LISA'S 
TOTAL 
WORKOUT . 
WHERE : 
EL KRACKERS 
WHEN: . 4: 15 & 5: 15  
M T W R  
4 wk aerobic claaes 
beginning FEB. 20th 
$ 1 -7. 00unlimited 
CALL : 345-2446 
TO SIGN UP 
Women h�t tough foes 
Some of the Midwest 's  best Divisign 
I women's  track teams will compete at 
1 1  a.m.  Saturday at the EIU Invita­
t ional at Lantz Fieldhouse. 
noon-B om · 
* Lady 's Specials * 
Malt Duck 
5 0 ¢  All Day 
"Open at Noon " 
Big Ten Conference power Ohio 
State University, Western Illinois 
University and Southern Illinois 
University-Carbondale are expected to 
_ challenge for the overall champion­
ship. 
"I'm excited about this one ,"  
Eastern' s  women's head coach John 
Craft said Thurs.day. "I 'm really look­
ing forward to the competition . "  
University of Illinois-Chicago, Mur­
ray State, Southwest Missouri State 
and Bradley universities round out 
Satt,irday's  field . 
Following a strong third-place show­
ing Saturday at their six-team meet , the 
Panthers enter this weekend' s  competi­
tion fresh,  Craft said. 
.. � Pro No .  4200 1  
· ... . exercise t')lalgym system 
exercise system 
by WEST BEND 
I f  �- ou demand l o p  pl'rfo r m a n n· from a hnd� 
c o n d i t i o n i n �  '� slem . � ou ' l l  a p prt'l' i a l l' l hl' 
superior fea l u re..- nf l hl' Pro™ '"h' m .  
FEATURES: 
• 9 resistance levels 
• Heavy- guage steel tubing with  c h r o ll' e  pla1ng and 
black epoxy f in ish : fu l ly  welded 
• Foam padded board with Hercu l l te  · v 1 n v 1  · 
upholstery 
• Two-handle arm pul ley system 
• Patented swivel foot holder with Ve lcro · strap · 
• Can b·e wall mounted : ·-brac kets not inc luded 
• The Pro TM system wi l l  accept all ac-
cessories 
• Easily stored when not in use 
• Weigllt:  approx.  9 9  lbs . 
Lady Di , 
Happy 20th 
one day late . 
R eg .  
2 9 9 . 9 5  
Love , La 
• 
• One accessory included : Standard l eg 
Ma�e��� S A  by THE WEST BEND C�MPANY � I' lllUll CUTD West Bend . WI 53095 �A lt Mon -Sat a 30 a m  :9 OO p 1 983 Dart Industries. Inc flflj � Suncsav 1 o oo a m .5 oo p m  
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im teams face stiff competition in weekend action 
McMullen ty. 
second-annual Gateway Collegiate Athletic 
swimmers can handle strong competition, the Pan­
thers should find out this weekend at the Southern Il­
linois Invitational . 
Padovan said Southern Illinois and Bradley "are 
probably the best two teams in the state . "  However, 
he indicated that he believes Southern is better than 
the rest of the field . 
ence swimming championships this weekend 
bably be remembered as a mismatch . "This is, by far , the best competition we have fac­
ed, "  head coach Ray Padovan said . " I  think we are ·onally ranked Southern Illinois University­
ndale, host of the five-team meet , is heavily 
to win its second-straight title. 
going to have a hard time. ' '  , 
Eastern will face 1 0th-ranked Southern Illinois 
University-Carbondale, along with Bradley, 
Missouri, Purdue, Illinois and Illinois State Universi-
"I don't think there is any question that Southern 
will win the meet, "  he said. "They have been coming 
on strong the whole season. "  ey (the Salukis) hold the fastest times in almost 
the events and are going to be, the team to 
' Eastern head coach Ray Padovan said 
ay . Men 's  tennis team set to open i ndoor season 
ever , for Eastern , University of Northern 
Western Illinois University and Illinois State 
sity, the fight for the remaining four places 
be intense. 
by Jeff Long 
Eastern ' s  men ' s  tennis team wi ll 
open its indoor season Sunday 
when it hosts a five-team tourna­
ment at Lantz Fieldhouse . 
Association of Mid-Continent 
Universities league t itle last  year ,  
wil l  have four of bis  top seven 
players returning to this year ' s  
squad . 
expected to lead the team this 
weekend . 
Last year, Eastern took second 
in t h e  t ou r nam e n t ,  \\ h i l e  
Evansville grabbed the t i t le .  Sex­
ton indicated that Evansville i �  t h e  
favorite t o  repeat i t s  champion­
sh ip  performance th i s  year . 
eir will be a battle between Illinois State and 
for second place , "  Padovan said . "We are 
to have to battle it out with Northern Iowa to 
ourth-place finish . "  
I n  addition to Eastern ' s  two 
squads,  teams from the University 
of  Evansville, Sangamon State, 
ta· e Land College and Beiiev11ie 
Area College are scheduled to 
compete this weekend . 
' 'The tournament wil l  give the 
players a chance to see how well 
they ' re hitt ing the ball early in  the 
season , "  Sexton saiu . . , i1 wi i i  be a 
challenge for them . "  
wing Sunday ' s  finals.. e teams will  ' focus The tour ment wil l  run Sun­
day through Monday . P lay wi l l  be 
from 1 2: 1 5  to 1 0 : 30 p . m .  Sunday 
and from 8 : 3Q a . m .  to 4 : 30 p . m .  
Monday . 
attention on the Midwest Championships 
1 -3 .  Eastern has set aside next week to prepare 
meet ,  Padovan sai d .  
Panther head coach Carl Sex­
ton , who coached Eastern to the 
Seniors Jay Johnson and Rob 
Hopkins enter t heir  fourth season 
in  the Pan t her program and are here is any question whether Eastern ' s  mens '  
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PARTY Congratulations New ALPHA PH I 
with Campus Marketing 
HE BEST DEAL TO 
AYTONA BEACH 
$ 1 59.0-0 
INCLUDES 
Round trip motor coach tran· 
rtation to beautiful Daytona ach, Floriqa. We use nothing but 
modem highway coaches. 
FREE refreshments on the way 
down (the party starts here). 
Eight Florida days-seven endless nights at one of our exciting ocean· JrOnt hotels, located right on the 
atrlp. Your hotel has a beautiful 
I ,  sun deck, air conditioned 
rooms, color TV and a nice long 
atretch of beach. 
A full schedule of FREE pool deck 
rties every day. 
A full list of pre-arranged discounts 
save you money in Daytona 
Tmel representatives to insure a 
trip and a good time. 
· I side excursions to Disney Orld, Epcot, deep sea fishing, etc. 
AD taxes and tips. 
ou cannot find a better deal or a bet­
r time over Spring Break 
or further information and sign .up 
11: Tom 348-0761 or Mike 345-7S07 
Officers . . .  
PRESIDENT • • • • • • • • • • • •  TRACY SIESONNOP 
VICE-PRES • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  JANET HAHN 
ROSH • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  · • • • • • •  DELYNN FRIGO 
TREASURER • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  SUSAN DUNBAR 
P�EDGE TRAINER • • • • • • • • • •  CAROLEE RIBA 
PAN HEL REP • • • • • •  ' • • • • • •  SHARI HARTWELL 
AD MIN. ASS'T. • • • • • • • • • • • • •  SUSAN
. 
ZIEGLE 
SOCIAL CHAIR • • • • • • • • •  NANCY ISHERWOOD 
CHAPTER PROMOTIONS • • • •  DARCY BRAATZ 
SCHOLARSHIP • • • • •  MICHELLE AL TEKROSE 
RECORDING SEC • • • • • • • • • • • •  HOLLY SOREM 
CORRES. SECRET ARY • • • •  CHERI LANKFORD 
ACTIVITIES • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  LAURA ARMAN 
COMM. SERVICE • • • • • • • • • • • • •  LISA ANDRES 
CHAPLAIN • • • • • • • • • • • •  : • • • CH E" YL G"UEN 
MARSHALL • • • • • • •  ,.� • • • • • •  MARY LAOCHNER . 
GOARD • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  SUSAN JOCHIMSON 
ALUM. DIRECTOR • •  • • • • • • •  DIANA MELULUS 
. . .  and to the old­
Thank You ! 
by Keith Oark "We're very· pleased with Eastern and "Right now, we're just waiting fi 
Cards near 
Eastern and the St . Louis Football 
Cardinals appeared closer Thursday to 
fiinalizing their summer training camp 
contract, Eastern Athletic Director 
R.C.  Johnson said. 
its facilities. "  them (St . Louis) to sign , "  he added. 
Both parties are trying to ink their Johnson said Tuesday that no ma· 
third consecutive summer contract . changes from last year's  contract 
Last year, St . Louis spent from July 1 1  anticipated and "only a few partic 
to Aug.  1 9  in Charleston.  ID 1 98 1 ,  the points need to be discussed. "  
Cardinals conducted a three-week St . Louis Director o f  Pro Perso 
camp and prior to that, St . Louis last Larry Wilson, Cardinal Attorney agreement 
with Eastern 
However, the contract, which calls 
for the renewal of a six-week Cardinal 
training camp, still needs the approval 
of St . Louis owner Bill Bidwell . 
conducted a camp at Eastern in 1 975 . Wallace, and Director of Public Re 
Bidwell could not be reached for 
comment Thursday. 
A kar.1 of St . Louis officials met tions Kurt Mosher made the trip 
Thursday afternoon to review the con- · Charleston Thursday . 
tract with Eastern' s  negotiating group Johnson said because Mosher is n 
However, Bidwell said Tuesday that 
he anticipated no problem with the 
contract , but added, " I ' m  not sure 
when we'll sign . 
at the Lantz Building, but had to take to the Cardinal organization and 
the contract back to Bidwell .  never visited Eastern, he was given 
" Because Bidwell did not make the tour of the campus.  He later met 
trip , the Cardinals did not sign the con- Housing Director Lou Hencken 
tract but we (Eastern) went ahead with Eastern President Stanley Rives . " I  see no problems with Eastern , "  
h e  said i n  a telephone interview. signing, "  Johnson explained . 
frld'."y's s orts Re Dally Eastern News 1 2  
Up and over 
Eastern's Mike Kelly strains to clear the high-jump 
bar in recent action at Lantz Fieldhouse . The Pan· 
thers will compete in the Ill ini Classic this weekend .  
Turn t o  page 10 for more information . (News photo 
by Beth Lander) 
Lady cagers routed by Drake ,  77,-52 
by Mike Sengstock 
DES MOINES, Iowa-Lorri Bauman scored 35  
points and Wanda Ford hauled in 16  rebounds 
Thursday as Drake University routed Eastern ' s  
women 's  basketball team 77-52 at Drake Fieldhouse . 
" Ford played the best game of the night . even 
though Bauman had 35  point s , "  Drake head coach 
Carole Baumgarten said.  " Bauman · played a fa i r  
game. " 
The win improved the Bulldogs ' record t o  8-2 i n  
the Gateway Collegiate Ath let ic Conference , 1 4-6 
overall , and kept them in second place while the Pan­
thers slipped to the middle of the pack at  6-4 and 1 2-
8 .  
" We needed this one t o  stay close to Sout hern 
(lllinois) , "  Baumgarten said . " I 'm pleased with 1 he 
type of basketball we've been playing lately. W e ' ve 
been winning with big spreads in  point s . " 
" I  was also pleased with the way Wanda Ford 
played tonight . "  she added. 
Ford, who shot 10  of 1 1  from the field and 4 of 5 
from the line, led the Bulldog' s  defense as they held 
Eastern to only 20 points in the first half. 
"Ford picked Eastern 's  pocket several times under 
the basket , "  Baumgarten said . "She had just a 
phenominal game. "  
"Bauman was double-teamed whenever she went 
inside, and that left Ford open . "  
Drake forward Kay Riek , who tossed i n  1 2  points ,  
helped her team shut down the Panther offense as  she 
l imited Chris Aldridge to r wo points . 
" Riek played a tough,  aggressive defense against 
Aldridge , "  Baumgarten said . " She shut her down in 
the first half." 
Despite Drake' s  aggressive defense, Panther for­
ward Toni Coll ins scored 1 8  points and .had nine re-
bounds Thursday . _ 
" Bobbie ( H i lke) did all she could with the size she 
had to work with , "  Baumgarten sai d .  " We just 
seemed to have the physical advantage on them . "  
" I  don 't  think Eastern ever gave up the ballgame, 
though . "  she added . 
The Panthers, who Hilke said needed to win, will 
finish up. the season playing eight conference games 
in a row, beginning with a road contest at Northern 
Iowa on Saturday . 
"We're two games out of first , "  Baumgarten said.  
" But we'l l  have to take care of that Saturday night . "  
Meanwhile, Drake will clash with GCAC leader 
SIU-Carbondale Saturday. The Salukis remain 
undefeated in league play. 
Eastern (52) 
Collins 7·4· 1 8 , Hynd 3·0·6, Aldridge 1 ·0·2 ,  Hatfield 5·0· 1 0, 
Conine 2·0·4,  Maxey 5·0· 1 0, Corson O·O·O, Fisk 0-0·0 , 
DeFrees O·O·O, Sass 1 ·0· 2 .  Totals 24·4·52 .  
Drake (77) . 
Wumkes 1 ·0·2,  Rit::k 6·0· 1 2 , Ford 1 0·4·24, Bauman 1 5·5·35,  
Goedken 0·2·2,  Stoc:kdale 1 ·0·� .  Nichol O·O·O,  Otten O·O·O, 
Stephc..n O·O·O. Totals 33 1 i -7 7 .  
Halftime-Drake 3 2 ,  Eastern 2 0 .  Fouled out-None. Total 
fouls-Eaatern 1 4 , Drake 20.  A-800 .  
February i 0, i 9 
Panthers seeki n 
im proved effort 
host Roosevelt 
by Mike Lynch 
After 19 games , Eastern head basketball e 
Rick Samuels said he still has not seen his club 
up to its full potential . 
" I ' m  still looking for this  basketball team to 
to the level they're capable of, even if  it takes to 
last game, "  Samuels said Thursday . 
The Panthers,  9- 1 0, have that opportunity to t 
in some better efforts against a struggling NC 
Division I I I  Roosevelt U n iversity team Satu 
night at Lantz Gym . 
A victory over the Lakers would give Easter 
first . 500 record in two weeks .  Previously, the 
thers had lost eight of 12 games on the road or 
neutral site. 
Roosevelt comes into Saturday's  non-confer 
action with troubles of i ts  own,  as the Lakers 
compiled a dismal 3- 1 7  overall record . 
The loss of four players who were dee 
academically ineligible this season lead to the Lak 
fall .  Roosevelt is left with eight players on the rost 
The depleted personnel has hampered the Lak 
front court especially as Roosevelt was fore 
move 6-foot-5 forward Van Chatman to the e 
position . 
Consequently, the Panthers plan to get the ball 
side to 6-foot- 1 1  sophomore Kevin Duckworth. 
center enters Saturday' s  contest averaging I 
points per game with a 59.2 percent shooting 
curacy. 
" I 've been pleased that we've gotten the ball i 
to Duckworth more often , "  Samuels said. "He 
responded well offensively . ' '  
Meanwhile, the Lakers are led offensively by 
man, 1 7  . 8  points per game, and guards Ron 
and Donnie Kirksey who average 14.2 and 9.6 
per game, respectively. 
Despite Roosevelt ' s  poor record, Eastern assi 
coach Tim Waller said it is important for the 
thers to come out and play well Saturday. 
"We need to come out and play to our full 
tial and not necessarily to the level of our com 
tion, "  he said.  "We need a game in which we 
well and .execute well going into Monday's c 
game . "  
The Panthers have their work cut out fo r  t 
Monday when they return to league play on the 
against Southwest Missouri State University. 
The Bears, 5-4 and 1 0-7 overall ,  have been 
perfect at home sporting a 9- 1 record with their 
setback against nationally-ranked University 
Arkansas . 
Samuels said, "Southwest Missouri hasn't 
conference game at home so that tells us right 
the task at hand . ' '  
A victory against . Southwest Missouri could 
the Panthers, who conclude their road schedule 
day, a shot at finishing among the Associati 
Mid-Continent Universities' leaders . 
" It's  our last road game in the conference 
win would certainly provide some momentum 
into the remaining ho�e games , ' '  Samuels said. 
· A big"handfor the Beatles · 
20th anniversary 
I Sports 
C l  
• •  
• 
a Men's Basketbltll 
� Men cagers host Roosevelt University at 
� 7 :30 p .m .  Saturday in Lantz Gym . 
i 
� Women 's Track 
: Nomen tracksters host E IU Triangular at 
jj ·1oon Saturday, Lantz Gym . 
al 
i � Art  
Tarble Arts Center 
Exhibits include "Machines of Leonardo 
Da Vinci" through Feb . 1 5  and "The 
Moldroski Brothers" Friday and Sunday. 
Movies 
Weekend Pass 
Weekend showings-Friday : 5 : 1 0 , 7 : 2 0  
and 9 :20 p . m .  Saturday: 5 : 1 0 , 7 : 20 and 
9 :20 p . m .  Sunday: 5 : 1 0  and 7 : 20 p . m . 
Matinee: 2 p . m .  Rated R .  Cinema I l l . Mat· 
loon. 
To Be or Not To Be 
Weekend showings-Friday and Satur· 
day: 5, 7 : 1 0  and 9 : 1 5  p . m .  Sunday : 5 .  
and 7 : 1 0  p . m .  Matinee : 2 : 1 0  p . m .  Rated 
R. Cinema I l l ,  Mattoon . 
Un iversity Board 
"Young Doctors in Love" wil l  be featured 
tonight at 6 : 30 and 9 p . m .  in the Union 
Ballroom . 
Gorky Park 
Weekend showings-Friday 4 : 30 ,- 7 : 1 0 . 
9 : 2 5  p . m .  Saturday: 2 ,  4 : 30 ,  7 :  1 0 . and 
9 : 2 5  p . m .  Sunday : 2, 4 : 30 ,  and 7 p . m . 
Rated R .  Cinema I l l , Mattoon .  
The Big Chi l l  
Weekend showings-Friday : 7 and 9 
p . m .  Saturday : 2 ,  7 and 9 p . m .  Sunday : 2 
and 7 : 30 p . m .  Rated R .  Will Rogers 
Theatre. Charleston . 
Pieces 
Weekend showings-Friday and Satur ­
day : 5 : 3 0 .  7 :  1 5  and 9 p . m .  Sunday : 
5 : 30 and 7 : 1 5  p . m .  Rated R .  Time 
Theatre . Mattoon . 
Churches 
First Baptist Church 
Services wi l l  be at 9 : 30 a . m .  and 6 p . m .  
I mmanuel Lutheran C hurch 
Services wil l be at 8: 1 5  and 1 0  a m  at 
902 Cleveland Ave . 
Newman Commu nity 
Services wil l be at 6 . 30 p m . Saturday 
night and at 9 and 1 1  a m Sunday 1n  Buz· 
zard Auditorium . 
Christian Campus Fel lowship 
Service wil l  be at 1 0 :30 a.m.  at 223 1 
Fourth St. Sunday's will focus on "The 
Sermon on the Mount . " 
Wesley United Methodist 
Services will be at 9 and 1 1  a .m . at 2206 
S. Fourth St. Sunday's sermon wil l be 
"The Difficult Sayings of Jesus Christ . "  
First Presbyterian Church 
Service wi l l  be at 1 0 : 30 a . m .  at Seventh 
St . and Madison Ave . The sermon will 
focus on The Sacrament of the Lord's 
Supper. 
First C hristian Church 
Services wil l  be at 9 a . m .  at 4 1 1 Jackson 
Ave . The sermon will be "Cupid's Arrow 
Missed . "  
Trinity Episcopal Church 
Service wil l  be at 9 a . m .  at 2200 Western 
Ave . in  Mattoon 'The sermon will be 
· ·Abraham Lincoln :  Patriot ' ·  presented by 
Dr .  Ralph McGinnis 
Music 
Ted ' s  Warehouse 
"Titan " wil l  perform on Friday and "The 
Wally Cleaver Band" on Saturday Both 
shows are scheduled for 9 1 5 p m 
C harleston Motor Inn 
"Sterling Silver" wi l l  perform from 9 p m 
to 1 a . m .  Friday and Saturday 
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Brighten a fr i end 's  day with a c l assi fi ed 
This week's Verge cover features that extremity the Beatles 
about holding when they made their American debut on The 
Sullivan Show and changed the history of music forever. (Photo 
Fred Zwicky) 
Tues . , Feb . 14 
Remember your Valentine with a gift of 
Russel Stover Candies. The finest in 
chocolates from � S�COtndiM 
. . . Also, see 
Covalt's for 
your 
fragrance 
lines 
South Side 
of Square , 
Charleston 
Ph . 345-3975 
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< raveling down The Long and Winding Road again 
. m  
avlng been born in 19.62. rm ob- Personal Fiie· y at a disadvantage to recall fir- •
d what it was like to "grow up with 
Beatles . "I have , however, seen the 
es, read the books and-most of 
listened to the music . . 
Kevi n Zi mmerman 
• 
� 
!! :i 
z 
; "' 
a 
5; c • ... '<. ... 
guess everyone probably has their Crying over "For No One . "  All the 
favorite Beatles songs that mean lonely people tomorrow never knows , 
in things to him. This is a list of while Ringo and his friends live in a 
I consider to be the · Fab Four's yellow submarine . Listening to the color .� 
r albums and what they mean to of my dreams . 
After all , nothing's gonna change Sgt. Pepper . The act you've known 
world. for all these years . Great cover.  All 
eet the Beatles! How do you do? those wonderfully weird sounds ; 
first a lbum by England's "Within You Without You ; "  Ringo's 
omenal pop combo . I saw her three beats on "Lucy in the Sky" and 
ding there ; close your eyes and I'll the epiphanic "A Day in the Life . "  Gett ­
you ;  I wanna be your lover baby , ting high with a little help from my frien­
most of all I wanna hold your hand .  ds and listening to it on headphones at 2 
Hard Day 's Night .  John and Paul a . m .  That eternalchord .. .  
hing off vocals; Ringo bashing Magical Mystery Tour . Roll up , roll 
y ;  George happy just to dance . "I upLJohn was the walrus (although Little · 
uld Have Known Better" and "If . I  Nicola didn't think so) . Let me take you 
. And George Martin's in- down to Penny Lane forever . John 
mentals- dead grotty . I turn the shovell ing spaghetti and George 
nd down and say rude things . waiting ,  waiting . Sing it again . 
elp! A group of us singing it at grade The Beatles . 'The White Album . " show me that I 'm everywhere and get and marveling at the sheer power of it 
all. "The End" was majestic but "Her 
Majesty" was the end.  
ool . Gather round , al l  you clowns. Over 90 minutes of bliss . High school , me home for tea .  Telling my friends. 
guitar on "Ticket to Ride . "  And making a dove-tail joint with John . "Whaddaya mean , man . I already have 
Thorne's instrumentals- odd ,  but Blasting "Birthday" on my birthday and grandchildren !"  I've got a hole in me 
did sound exotic . And why do they "Helfer Skelter" all the time (Mom won- pocket .  Beware of Blue Meanies. Ar.cl Let It Be . Dig a pony. ' 'Queen says 
t that ring so badly , a.'.' yway? dering if she had a little · Manson in her side two . 'no' . to pot-smoking FBI members . "  
ubber Soul . Going folk . Does he  home) . Being lonely and wanting to  Abbey Road . Paul banging out the  Sweet Loretta Modern up  on  the roof, 
breathe on "I've Just Seen a die . "Revolution 9 , "  quite a trip , notes of ' 'Oh! Darling" on his piano .  speaking words of wisdom . John and "? Have you heard the word is especially backwards-"Turn me on Maxwell Edison arid Mean Mr . Mustard Yoko waltzing , George getting shocked, ? Tit-tit-tit . This bird has flown but dead man or "Enin rebmun , "  and Polythene Pam . Hold you in his ar- Paul with a beard and Ringo being rge's sitar has soared . In my life , whichever . You don't know how lucky mchair . you can feel his disease . Ringo . "I hope we passed the auditio�1· loved .you more . you are , boy . Playing "I Want You (She's so heavy) " We're on our way home . · / 
Revolver. Counting into "Taxman . "  Yellow Submarine .  All together now : �-
- iiP' 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� 
Roma1ice 
your 
Valenti1ie. 
NOBLES reminds you 
Valentine's Day · 
Tuesday, F�bruary 1 4  
') 
t . 
. 
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Make your 
love blossom. 
i 
� 
With Teleflora's new Inkwell 
Bouquet - a solid brass ink­
well filled with fresh f lowers. 
It comes with a ball-point pen 
and glass reservoir for ink, 
stamps or paper clips after 
Valentine's Day. And one call 
sends it anywhere in the U . S. 
So call us today. 
The Loving 
Reflections '" Bouquet 
from your FTD � Florist . 
The Heart - to - Heart ' "  
Bouquet from 
your FTD '  Florist . 
$ 2 2 . 50 
� 
� r 
. . . � 
$ 1 9 . 50 Please Place, 
Send your love with Ph. 345· 7007 
special fl care .™ . Available at . 2 Nobtes will telewire NOBLES FLOWER SHOP 5 your order anywhere. 503 Jefferson (a-cross from Post Office) . . · , ,'l 
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Happy Birthday! 
Pam Carr at her best! 
Luv , Your Pa lace Roomies 
Smile 
if you 
. had it 
last night 
. .little la'nn� CRE:J�i 
Faculty members relive 
their rockin' revelations 
by Carl Pugliese 
Several Eastern faculty members 
vividly remember the days when 
the Civil Rights Movement 
reached its pinnacle and when 
Americans were begi n n i n g  to 
understand where Vietnam was located .  
And, of course , some of their fondest mem­
ories of the '60s are of the Beatles . _  "They were 
a happening , "  English instructor Susan Morris , 27 ,  
said , noting that the Beatles changed America's 
culture . 
Morris reasoned that the Beatles' suc.cess was "time 
connec;ted . It took the rebellion of the '50s coupled 
with the placidity of the '60s, when things were both 
rigid and started to burst loose . "  
Journalism instructor Mary Wohlrabe , 3 5 ,  agreed 
that the Beatles created a trend . "It was over the years 
that the Beatles established themselves as something 
beyond a fad . "  
Although the Fab Four enjoyed enormous in­
ternational success ; not everyone was a fan . 
Psychology instructor John Best , 33 , said, "Basically , 
they were four guys who wore jackets and ties and 
played music . "  
Best said in addition to the Beatles "trying to project 
themselves as such nice guys ,"  politically "they were 
all wrong. "  
"They were willing to do what it took t o  sell a 
record , "  Be�t noted . 
Wohlrabe said Beatlemania-the mayhem which 
preceded the Beatles wherever they traveled-was a 
fad .  . 
Wohlrabe said she saw the Beatles at a concert in 
Chicago when she was 16 and she too participated in 
the frantic screaming and tantrums that most girls her. 
age exhibited . "It was fun ,"  she added.  "High school 
girls enjoy that o\,!erreact!ng and becoming intense 
about things. "  
At the concert, she noted , "You couldn't hear them 
at all but it d_idn't matter because you had the wo 
memorized . "  
Wohlrabe said · swooni�g with the Beatles 
keeping up with what they were doing was part of " 
rite of passage" for adolescent girls . 
" The girls were practicing sexuality by following t 
Beatles , "  she said . For �xample , "girls often discus 
marrying the Beatles . "  . 
Wolhrabe noted that the Beatles' popularity had 
great deal to with the sexual innocence they portra 
in their songs and performances.  
· . Best agreed . He said the Beatles were built up 
"nice-guy sex symbols . "  
Wohlrabe noted,  "Elvis was sexual , but the Bea 
were sexual in a sweeter way . "  For example , "a I 
from Ringo was equivalent to Elvis moving his body. 
Wohlrabe also attributed the Beatles' phenom 
success to the fact "they were different. "  She said 
liked their British accents and long haircuts . 
"Their long hair was clean as opposed to Elvis 
had greasy long hair ,"  Wohlrabe said . 
Health education instructor Robert Valois said 
Beatles helped Americans change their mus 
ethnocentric attitude . The Beatles helped people 
derstand thc,t "music comes from a lot of dlff 
places . "  
All agreed that _Beatles' music 'was unmista 
unique and of high quality. 
Best said, "The quality of the music Is undeniable 
Valois said , "Their music had a nice flow to It."  
At first, Morris said , after hearing the Beatles 
she predicted, "They're going nowpere . "  
though, Morris realized she really liked the 
music . Beatie music "went straight to the soul," 
added. 
· 
Wohlrabe said that during the '60s, "there was n 
lot of interest in rock . "  The Beatles started a new 
welcomed era in rock music-the British Inv 
"The British Invasion opened the floodgates for 
revitalization of rock. "  
For That Special Valent ine . . .  
Homemade · box 
Valeqtiqe @)ocolates 
from $ from $ 2 .99 to S 1 6 .99 
at 
Whit!t�@!1fgntrtj 
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Second generation Beatie fans free of fanaticism 
. ... :::r • 
< • 
c • 
Denise Skowron 
First of all , don't call them Beatie 
tics. The term has implications of 
hly impressionable youngsters in 
ch of something to idolize . 
No, these "Beatie enthusiasts , ". other­
known as second generation 
tie fans, appear to have more sen­
reasons for admiration than their 
otional predecessors of the '60s . 
Our generation can sit back and see 
t all happened from start to finish , "  
homore Dave Bartolo said . " I n  the 
, people were all caught up in the 
and civil rights movements . "  
phomore David Byars agreed that 
as probably difficult for fans who 
up during the era to be objective . 
!J had · ohys�lly ri�ht there . But 
s it's history . "  · 
olo said although he has no 
e to grow up during the era , he  
the positive social impact of  the 
s. "I don't think rd like to live at 
time . "  he said . "But I can ap­
. te what they were doing .  They 
the ball moving for civil rights . "  
Freshman Kevin Smith , a WELH disc 
jock�y .  finds th� Beatles' social/political 
influence to be one of their most 
fascinating attributes .  For example , 
Smith cited the numerous Beatie record 
burnings which occurred all over the 
nation following John Lennon's com­
ment about the Beatles being more 
popular than God . 
"How could anyone be so crazy as to 
burn records after someone said 
something?" he said . "He (Lennon) 
used the Beatles as an example -a lot 
of things have more importance in 
people's lives than religion . whether 
they want to admit it or not . "  
Lennon used the example to  il lustrate 
a point , he added,  but because the 
em�r came from a Beatie . it had more 
impact than if it had come rom 
someone else . 
However, Byars said Lennon was ac­
tually "sticking up for religion . He was 
saying. 'There's a problem here if these 
four Beatles are more important than 
God . "' 
Smith said the media focused on 
Beatie behavior to such excessive 
degrees that it sometimes ignored other 
events . "A Beatie could walk down the 
street and have a conversation with a 
cabbie and it will make the headlines of 
the Ne w  York Times , "  while stories 
about the soldiers dying during the war 
were buried in the inside pages.  
However , Byars said he could see the 
positive aspects to the coverage . "It 
made people forget about their own 
problems . " Another more recent 
phenomenon which served a similar 
purpose . he  added , was the much­
publicized wedding of Princess Diana 
and Prince Charles .  
While second generation Beatie fans 
were not exposed to the excessive 
publicity that the '60s generation was . 
tne Beatie cfiarisma has apparently 
lasted through the years . 
Smith said he always admired Len­
non more than the other three . "When I 
was 1 1 .  I wrote down four people I 'd 
like to meet before I die . . . and Lennon 
was one of them.  "Some people say he 
was more of a Beatie fan than anyone 
else . "  
... :::r • 
0 ao 
Lennon's intelligence and sincerity � 
were qualities Smith found admirable . l;t' 
"He talked about what he want to . He i 
stood up for what he thought was 3 
• ht "  z ng . i 
Smith said he still becomes emotionally � 
affected when the anniversary_ of Len- ; 
non's death approaches in December. ; 
"It's so sad someone who iived for � 
peace to be gunned down by someone :§. 
who turned out to be a Beatles' fanatic , "  � 
he said . " It's sad because he cannot � 
continue to achieve . and through his .0 
achievements I was inspired . "  � 
The difference between a · 8eatle "" 
fanatic and a Beatie enthusiast. Smith 
explained, is that a fanatic centers him ­
self around one thing and everything is 
oased on hat . 
" It's someone who has siphoned off 
of society what ' society thought of the 
Beatles .  Then you get your fanatics who 
take it from their parents , books , old 
headlines, magazines- and all they see 
is the good stuff . "  
Yesterday seemed so far away 
1 9 64 Beatles live on The 
Ed Sullivan Show for the first time: 
the conquest of America well 
underway . 
April 4. 1 964 Beatles ·set a record 
1 9 63  Beatles record by having the top five entries on 
first album . Please Please Me _ the Sil/board Hot 1 00 :  
1 .  "Can't  Buy Me Love" 
2 .  "Twist and Shout" 
------------- 3. "She Loves You" 
4 .  " I  Want to Hold Your Hand" 
5. "P lease Please Me" 
July 6.  1 9 64 World premiere of 
their f irst fi lm. A Hard Day's Night,  
------------ in London.  It 's an immediate suc­
Brian Epstein sees 
the Beatles for the first ti")e 
cess with public and critics alike . 
-=- .... -
June 2, 1 96 7 Sgt. Pepper's Lone-
June 1 966 John meets Yoko at 
the l ndica Gallery . More on this 
June 1 1 . 1 965 Beatles awarded -- later . 
the Member of the British Empire 
------ Feb. 1 3. 1 96 7 The single "Penny 
ly Hearts Club Sand released, just 
in time to start the Summer of 
Love. Stuffed with wild new 
sounds and incredible songs, the 
Beatles find their fans catching up 
with them in drug activities-many 
drop acid, spin the disc and find 
God . 
L a n e "  " S t r aw b e r r y  F i e l d s  
Forever" i s  released. Lennon and 
---- McCartney are heralded as award, the first rock stars to do so . ---­Several war heroes return their 
MBEs in disgust . 
Aug. 8, 1 966 Revolver released. songwriters from nearly every cor-
The music gets more complex. as ner. 
---- does the songwriting (The in-
Sept. 1 3. 1 965 The single fluence of acid on John is 
"Yesterday" is released. It even- especially evident) . 
tually becomes one of the most 
frequently recorded songs of all Aug. 29, 1 966 At Candlestick 
Aug. 2 7, 1 96 7  Brian Epstein, the 
Beatles' manager and probably the 
one most resPonsible for their in­
---------------- itial success, dies of a drug over­
dose. 
'llllliii:::::ll:::-,,#IC.---- time. ---- Park in San Francisco, last Beatles -------------­
concert ever. 
Dec. 26, 1 96 7  The Beatles' wig­
ged "home movie. "  Magical 
Mystery Tour, is shown on British 
TV. Many feel the group has finally 
produced a failure. 
Dec. 6, 1 9 65 Rubber Soul releas­
ed. The album shows a new 
maturity in the group's songwr_iting 
that would continue to be 
developed and refined throughout 
their career. 
Jan. 2, 1 969 Filming of Let It Be 
----------- begins. The end is near. 
Sept. 1 3, 1 969 John and Yoko 
front the Plastic Ono Band at a 
Toronto peace concert. It's the 
first time since the '50s that a 
Beatie ha& performed live without 
the rest. 
Oct. 1 2, 1 969 The "Paul is Aug. 26, 1 968 The single "Hey 
Jude"/''.Revolution" is released as 
the group's firsf release on their 
own Apple label. 
March 1 2, 1 969 Paul marries Lin- Dead" rumors start. 
AprH 9, . 1 9 70 Paul "officially" 
breeka up the Beatles. · 
Nov. 25, 1 968 The Beatles is 
released. 
---- da Eastman and breaks every 
schoolgirl's heart. 
March 20, 1 969 John marries 
Yoko Ono; the whole shebang 
.Nov. 1, 1 969 Abbey Road releas- I 
ed. The Beatles come together ;;.. 
one last time. 
May 1 5, 1 9 70 Let It Be is releas­
�. showing the band truer to · is 
late life than Abbey Road. 
-
---- becoming an advertisement for ---------------And the rest is history. 
Nov. 26, 1 968 Everyone staml peace. 
caling it "The White Album." 
---- ----.----------------------------------------
11::a1rors note: The following is a PQltllnt datee In Beetle hlatory. All 
dateline, compiled by album .  LP 1'91Nse dltea are U.S .. un1e88 
reviewer Kevin Zimmerman, otfterwltN noted.) · 
hlgh#Qhtlng acme of the lr*t Im-
s :  
Resu lts 
by Diane Schneidman 
and Denise Skowron 
It's just a passing phase . It will go away with their 
acne . 
· So said the parents of the Beatles generation . 
However , the Beatles were a determining factor in 
the careers of at least two authors , a disc jockey and 
one Beatlefest founder by the name of Mark Lapidos . 
Without a moment's hesitation , Lapidos recalled 
when he first heard the Beatles' song , "I Want to Hold 
Your Hand . " "It was Jan . 6, 1964 at 7 :45 p . m . ," he 
said . 
"I sat up at the edge of my bed and really listened to 
it , "  he recollected . "It was totally different than 
anything I had ever heard before . I just went bonkers .  
" I t  was , in my opinion , the best music ever written , " 
he continued.  "When those four guys got together in a 
studio it was just magic . "  
Lapidos' original excitement '!-Vith the Fab Four was 
encouraged Feb . 9, 1964 with their first live TV per­
formance on Th e Ed Sullivan Show . "I was ecstatic , "  
h e  said . ' ' I'll never forget hearing Ed Sullivan an­
nounce the Beatles . "  
Lapidos was not the only teenager awaiting the 
televised performance of the young mop-tops . 
"Everyone I knew saw it . "  he said . "There was no 
teenage crime that night because everyone was wat­
ching the Beatles on TV. "  
Lapidos i s  simply one example of the impact that 
fateful Sullivan show had on its audience . Terri Hem­
mert , disc jockey of the Chicago-based radio station 
WXRT.  is another individual whose career was greatly 
influenced by the Beatie charisma that night . 
"It was because of the Beatles that ·I decided to 
Beatlemagnetism 
become a disc jockey , "  she said . Hemmert said she 
thought by becoming a disc jockey she might have the 
opportunity to meet the Beatles-and her dreams 
were fulfilled when she met Paul and Ringo . 
Hemmert's love for the Beatles dates . back to that 
same night when young girls found themselves in front 
of .the TV straining their vocal chords with screams of 
passion . 
"When I first heard the Beatles,  I thought it was 
totally different than anything I'd heard before , "  Hem­
mert said . She attributed her love at first sight to their 
energy and music . 
Because of their energy and ability to consistently 
change musically , Hemmert's feelings were not simply 
ones of infatuation .  One of the major changes that the · 
Beatles went through occurred with the arrival of 
Sargeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band. 
"When Sgt. Pepper came it was different than 
anything that had been done before , "  Hemmert said . 
Like many of her peers, Hemmert went through 
what might be called "growing up with the Beatles. For 
many people my age , it's like we went through puber­
ty together . "  
And for her , thai growing continues a s  she serves as 
maste1 of ceremonies for Beatlefest in Chicago. 
"Beatlefest is really good fun ,"  Hemmert said . 
"Nobody's doing anything illegal or screwed up . The 
.>":' '0. 
greatest part of Beatlefest is at the 
sings 'Hey Jude' together . "  
Beyond the spirit of the event i 
nevercending popularity of the ban 
lure for Beatie fanatics . . 
Lapidos said he originated Beat! 
Beatles' fans together to celebrate 
Beatles.  
"I  think Beatlefest draws such big 
the spirit of the show,"  he added. • 
at the shows. "  
I n  addition to the musical ere 
sky-rocket to the top of the ch 
gained popularity for their som 
fluence over the lives of young pe 
Nicholas Schaffner, author of 
including Beatles Forever, said the 
interests in him that he might not 
sued. "I don't think I would have 
LSD had it not been for them. But 
though . "  
Schaffner added that h e  be 
Eastern mysticism , while the 
with Maharishi . 
Unlike Lapidos and Hemmert, . 
recall the first time he heard a 
the commotion outsjde the Plaza 
e Beatles stayed which first captured his at.-
I was 10 at the time-Feb . 7 ,  1964 . I was at 
at day,"  he said . "It didn't mean all that much 
until I was riding horn� on the Fifth Avenue bus 
the Plaza Hotel . "  
er said i t  was the "excitement , the banners , 
eria" which impressed him so much . "All these 
t completely wild . That was the magic 
t . " 
night, he added,  "I bought all these Beatie 
es and got my mother to buy me records . "  
people would claim that the Beatles affected 
attitudes of that generation and were major 
ors to the rebellious atmosphere of the 
But were the Beatles the advanced socio­
thinkers some believe they were? 
os said, "They were more than just a group . 
e a  cultural phenomenon . "  
e r  explained how h e  was affected _and listed 
the countless changes h� went through during 
. "I went through a period of trying to play 
I meditated. I became interested in writing 
I grew my hair long- as long as parents and 
would allow. When · I get involved in 
g,  I go all the way. "  
of the vehicles responsible for causing fans 
like Schaffner to "go all the way" include the Beatles' 
effective use of the media . One way in which the 
media brought the Fab Four closer to its public was the 
use of televised interviews . 
"When they were in the mood they gave great in­
terviews,"  Hemmert said . "They would set people up 
and would make fun of those who didn't really know .
what they were talking about . "  However , after a few 
years , the Beatles discontinued the interviews. "They 
just got burnt out on the press , "  she said.  
Integrity is  another attribute Hemmert cited as a 
contibutor to their success . She explained that the 
Beatles were really the first band to take control over 
their production and do what they wanted to do in the 
studio. "The Beatles and George Martin paved the 
way for other bands. "  
Another factor that Hemmert found strong within 
the group was their lack of excessive publicity . "They 
weren't so hooked into success like other bands. "  
Whereas Lapidos and Hemmert were drawn b y  the 
Beatles' musical and personal magnetism , some who· 
remain loyal to the band were more interested in the 
group's integrity in business and their success on a 
collective as well as individual basis . 
"The music really didn't strike me as that much at 
that time, "  Wally Podrazik, author of All Together 
Now and The Beatles Again, said. "I was fascinated by 
(Photo courtesy of Mazuma Records) 
people who. in effect, could do whatever they wanted 
to do . "  
Unlike fans who were fascinated with the Beatles as 
a group . Podrazik was more interested in John . Paul . 
George and Ringo . "To me they were really four in-
dividuals . "  
· 
Although fans were devastated by the Be�tle break ­
up , Podrizak remained detached enough to see a pur­
pose in the split . "They were becoming adults . They 
had to start doing things individually. They reached a 
point where it made sense to start doing things on their 
own . " 
However, Podrizak agreed that the Beatles were a 
very strong influence musically . He said one pf the 
reasons the Beatles had such a powerful impact was 
because they were "well-rounded . "  
Podrizak's point can b e  illustrated through muzak. 
Even muzak lovers can hear Beatie melodies in 
elevators throughout the land.  "I don't think you can 
listen to a muzak station for a half-hour without 
hearing a Beatles' song . "  
For some Beatlemaniacs, it was the Beatles' per­
sonal magnetism that affected them. For others it was 
their music . For still others, it was their innovative 
business dealings. But whatever attraction there may 
have been in the beginning the affection will never 
fade. 
8 . . . 
1jClues about lW alrus' death on the record �by Kevin Zimmerman ··. Paul with his back turned (another dif- "You were in a car crash and you lost 
• B e at l e m a n i a  w a s  a n u t t y  ference) , John making a V shape with your hair" In "Don't Pass Me By"- a  � phenomenon, wasn•t it? There were all his hands I n  his pants and Ringo making sure sign that Mr. Mac was decapitated 
:. ' sorts of fab articles and gear gifts you an E with his Interlaced fingers-LOVE In his crash . 
� could buy, from the infamous Beatlewlg without the 0.  (And where is the O? On Between "Blackbird" and "I'm so 
� to a card with a close-up of each the back of Abbey Road, spelling tired" someone is supposed to say 
� Beatle's lips, bearing the Inviting com- Road-but the 0 has a crack, or fault , "Paul is dead man , miss him, miss 
; mand to "Kiss Your Favorite Beatie!" running through it . This is a bit ahead of him ."  (I personally have yet to hear this , 
:.I As the group and its fans began to our story . )  except for the "miss him" part, maybe . )  � turn on , tune in , and drop out a s  the Musically, " A  Day i n  the Life" i s  sup- "Revolution 9'.' features (among 
i \ '60s progressed,  things got curiouser posed to tell the tale of Paul's fatal car many, many other things) the sound of � \ and curiouser. The height of "weird crash ("He blew his mind out in a car . ") a car crash . And, of course , if you play 
:; stuff connected with the Beatles" started The car in question is the model of the "Number nine" bit backwards, you 
� in 1969 with the instigation of the "Paul Paul's Aston Martin on the doll's lap on hear "Turn me on , dead man . "  Finally , 
f= is Dead" rumors. the cover . Time of death? George is on the lyric poster , you can see ghostly 
& The n�ws spread fast: everyone's pointing to it on the back-five o'clock. hands/patches of fog reaching for a 
Iii favorite cute bass player was belly-up , Hang on. The fun's just starting . dancing Paul . :: pushin' up · the daisies and the clues • Magical Mystery Tour . This ' • Abbey Road. Another one f.ull of 
:= were all on the albums for you to see one's loaded too , folks . "The magical clues , especially the front cover. Paul is 
and/ or hear . What were these clues , 0 mystery tour is dying to take you away . "  barefoot (and w e  all remember what 
wise one? Gather round, children , so The walrus is dressed in black , a good that means, don't we?) . He's also out of 
that you may hear . . .  death color . (Ah, but Joh n  was the step with the others . He also has a 
• The first album that's just chock- walrus, I hear you cackling with con- cigarette in his right hand- he's a south­
full of clues is Sgt. Pepper's Lonely viction . Sorry , no.  Little Nicola claims paw, you know . 
Hearts Club Band. First off, there's the John isn 't the walrus , and on the White The group is supposedly decked out 
Beatles on the cover , standing over a Album's "Glass Onion , "  John sings . as a funeral party- John as minister, 
grave with "Beatles" spelled out in "The walrus was Paul . "  So there . )  Ringo as undertaker, George as 
flowers, not to mention the shape of a In the color booklet included with the gravedigger and Paul as Jim Morrison 
guitar. And what kind of a guitar , my lit- album , Paul appears behind a desk un- (just kidding) . 
tie chickadees? Well , a left-handed, der a pair of British flags crossed in the Behind them on the street is parked a 
four-string one (i . e .  a bass) . . military funeral manner. In front of him VW with the license plate "28 
Also, Paul has a hand over his head , is a sign saying "I Was . "  - IF" -Paul would have been 28 if he'd 
which is some kind of omen of death . Further on , he appears without shoes lived.  (Actually, he would have been 
Also, he's the only one holding an in- on (British corpses are buried barefoot , 27 .  but some religions give you an extra 
strurnent not found in a marching band so they say .  He's not quite barefoot, year for time spent in the womb . 1 only 
(sure , it don't prove he's dead, but it but .  . .  well . more on this later) . Still fur- spent nine months . how about you?) 
proves him different, don't it?) . ther on in the booklet . Paul is seen with On the back. we have the crack run-
On the inside , we see that Paul is a black carnation , while the others' are ning through the word "Beatles" and 
wearing a black patch with the letters red . the "O . "  Also . if you turn the LP 
"O. P . D . "  which supposedly stands for Songwise . "I Am the Walrus" ends sideways. the three little shadows form 
"Officially Pronounced Dead . "  (Ac- with an excerpt of Shakespeare's King a skull . There's no interpretation yet of 
tually, it �tands for "Ottawa Police Lear- specifically , Oswald's death that purple skirt . but I'm sure someone's 
Department ,"  but that's. hardly any fun , scene . At the tail end of "Strawberry working on it . 
is it?) He's also sitting cross-legged , Fields Forever , "  John can be heard Paul had been on a holiday while the 
which is the manner in which they bury saying "I buried Paul . "  John claimed he rumors rolled and when he finally 
people In outer Sri Lanka; or some- said "Cranberry sauce , "  but why believe emerged to prove he was alive . many 
such locale. 
, .  
the man who wrote and sang it? people didn't believe him . Besides .  
The back of the album features • The Beatles . Besides the "Glass what kind of  a party pooper was he 
George making an L with his hand.. Onion" bit . we also have Ringo singing tryiPg to be . anyway? 
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There are other clues, of cou 
of which hold less water than the 
I've listed here . If you're convinced, 
might also be interested in noting 
the Magical Mystery Tour booklet, 
appears before a sign that reads 
Best Way to Go is by M 
Co . " -which stands for Mark 
Chapman . And the "B" in "Brig 
looks like an "8" - Lennon was kille 
Dec . 8.  
Rumor also has i t  that 
isn't his real name . 
We're g o i n g  to take 
them off the f l o o r  a n  
-- $650 ·�/ ,., · --/ .<- / � --._____....____ "l/ � ;// ------- . -----
• -
-
'I --
Good on carrv-out Only Sunday thru Thursday . Offer expires March 8 / 84 
Stretch It At 
909 18ttl Street 
Charlelton 
348-7515 
11 5 Bl'Oadway Mattoon 
2M-M42 
I R� llOnlcal's llattOOI! & Charin� are CIOsed llOndays. PRISINT THIS COUPOR WHIN PICKING UP ORDIR ·-111111111111•-
IN OUR STORE; 
YOU'LL FIND DIAMONDS YOU 
CAN BE PROUD OF 
KEEPSAKE DIAMONDS. 
With your new Keepsille diamond engagement 
ring, you 'II lit floating on clouds. 
\>k 'll show you rings with Keepsake diamonds in 
many sizes and shapes. And 14 Karat gold settings 
that are dai�ling in their breadth of design. 
�ther, they make a diamond engagement ring 
HENDON � KIMSFRL y 
you're going to lit so proud to wnr. With prices to 
fit your budgiet starting at $000.00. 
And litcause Keepsake guarantees the quality oi 
your diamond and setting for life, )'JU know 
when you choose a Keepsake, you simply can't 
make a mistake. 
500 6th St 
s 
pe 
at a Time 
1 Contact 
y Days Again 
in Cincinnati 
Lucy 
5:05 p.m. 
'ffith 
5:30 p.m. 
, 1 7 , 2a-News 
in Cincinnati 
'Business Report 
y Hillbil l ies 
5:35 p.m. 
Burnett and Friends 
8:00 p.m. 
1 :00 p.m 
"Helter Skelter . "  
TV-movie about 
son's lethal "fami­
Tate-LaBianca 
1 969 .  
Mid. 
1 7-News 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
Saturday 
3:00 p.m. 
3 . 1 a-College Basketball :  
DePaul vs. Notre Dame.  
9 ,  1 5 , 2a-College Basketbal l .  
M innesota at Iowa 
1 2-Calligraphy With Ken 
Brown . 
3:30 p.m.  
1 2-Motorweek 
4:00 p.m.  
1 2-Matinee at the Bijou 
1 7 . 38-Wide World of Sports 
4:05 p.m.  
4-Fishing with O rlando 
Wilson 
4:30 p . m .  
2-That Nashvil le Music 
4:35 p.m. 
4-Motorweek I l lustrated 
5:00 p.m.  
2 . 1 a-News · 
3-What Do You Say? 
9-Courage 
1 5-Assignment 1 5 
2a-Capitol Conference 
5:05 p.m.  
· 4-Wrestling 
5:30 p.m. 
2-Pop! Goes the Country 
3, 1 a . 1 5 , 2a-News 
9-Little House on the Prairie 
1 2-Sneak Previews 
1 7-ln Focus 
38-At The Movies 
6:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 5 , 2a-Hee Haw 
3-News 
1 0-Courage 
1 2-Dr. Who 
1 7-Entertainment Tnis Week 
38-Solid Gold 
6:30 p.m. 
3-More Real People 
9-At The Movies 
1 0-Music City U . S .A .  
1 2-Dr. Who 
7:00 p.m. 
2 . 1 5 , 20-Diff'rent Strokes 
3. 1 a-Peanuts: "Be My 
Valenine. Charl ie Brown . "  
9- 1 984 Chicago Automobile 
Show 
1 2-Seeing Things 
1 7 . 38-XIV Winter Olympic 
Games 
7:05 p.m . 
4-Movie :  "Last Train from 
Gun Hi l l . · : ( 1 959)  Tingling 
action-packed yarn of a mar­
shal bent on avenging the 
brutal murder of his Indian 
wife . 
7:30 p.m. 
2 . 1 5 . 2a-Silver Spoons 
3 . 1 a-Bugs Bunny 
8:00 p.m. 
2 . 2a-we Got It Made 
3, 1 a-Airwolf 
9-College Basketball :  
M ichigan State at Michigan . 
1 2-Political Debate 
8:30 p.m. 
· .2 . 2a-Mama's Family 
9:00 p.m. 
2 . 1 5 , 20-Yello.w Rose 
3, 1 a-Mickey Spillane's Mike 
Hammer 
9:05 p.m. 
4-News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 a , 1 5 , 1 7 , 2a-News 
9-Variety Club Telethon 
38-Video Plus 
1 0:05 p.m. 
4-Unknown War 
1 0: 1 5 p.m. 
1 7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 . ,1 5 , 2a-Saturday Night live , 
3-Movie:  .. Helter Skelter . . . 
( 1 97.6 )  Conclusion . 
1 a-Benny Hil l  
1 2-Movie:  "23 Paces to 
· Baker Street . "  ( 1 956) Blind 
playwright tries to solve a 
London kidnap-murder case. 
1 7 , 38-XIV Winter Olympic 
Games U pdate 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
1 0-Entertainment This Week 
1 7 , 38-Solid Gold 
. '911 ldnight 
2-America's Top 1 a 
1 a-News 
1 5 , 2a-Movie : "·The 
Weekend Nun . "  ( 1 9 7 2 )  
Above average TV-movie 
about a nun forced to choose 
betWeen her vows and help­
ing troubled delinquents . 
38-Salute! 
Su nday 
6:00 p.m. 
2 . 1 5 . 2a-Chipmunks : . .  I 
Love the Chipmunks Valentine 
Special . "  
3 . 1 a-6a Minutes 
9-Tennis 
1 2-Austin C ity Limits 
1 7 . 38-XIV Winter Olympic 
Games 
. • 6:05 p.m.  
4-Wrestl ing 
6:30 p.m.  
2 . 1 5 . 20-Berenstain Bears 
7:00 p.m.  
2 . 1 5 . 2a-Knight R ider 
3. 1 a-Four Seasons 
1 2-Nature 
7:05 p. m.  
4-Movie : "Flying 
. Leathernecks . . .  ( 1 9 51 ) 
N icholas Ray directed this 
famil iar John Wayne-Robert 
Ryan action yarn about Mar ine 
pilots in the South Pacific . 
amid WW I I .  
7 : 3 0  p.m. 
3 .  1 a-One Day At A Time 
8:00 p.m. 
2 . 15. 20-Celebrity 
3, 1 0-Jeffersons 
9-0dd Couple 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
8:30 p.m. 
3, 1 a-Alice 
9-Fish 
9:00 p.m. 
3 . 1 0-Trapper Joh n .  M . D  
9-News 
1 2......:All Creatures Great and 
Small 
9:05 p.m. 
4-Sports Page 
9:30 p.m. 
· 9-lnn News 
9:35 p.m. 
4-0ral Roberts ' 
1 0:00 p.m. 
3 . 1 0 . 1 7-News 
9-Twilight Zone 
1 2-Monty Python's Flying 
Circus 
38-Honeymooners 
1 0:05 p.m. 
Jerry Falwell 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 a . 1 7-News 
Cr�ord Puzzle 
ACROSS 
l Sesame 
4 French noble 
7 Month, in 
Madrid 
10 Genesis 
shepherd 
1 2  Unit of 
magnetic 
induct ion 
14  Toucan 's  
colorful part 
15 What the 
pattern of  this 
puzzle features 
18 B reakfast 
companion,  fur 
some 
19 Norms : Abbr.  
20 N a me fur·a 
l ioness 
21 Trip 
lengthener 
24 · ·  . . . c a l l  ve 
upon h i m -w h i l e 
he -- " :  
l s a 1 a h 5.'i : 6  
28 Lend!  u f  t e n n i <  
2 9  A t l a s  fea t u re 
33 Su l ung 
34 P re p ra n d 1 a l  
t i d b l l s  
3 5  I nd i ra 
Gand h i 's 
fa t he r 
36 Cuncu rdes. 
37 S hushunean 
38 Slows down 
40 K i nd uf  dance 
41 G l ues 
43 D i ne r 
45 Ba nq uet 
offi c i a l  
4 9  Foot ba l l  f ie l d .  
fur short 
SO Suff i x w 1 1 h  
Bos ton 
5 1 . -- ume 
( i m med 1 a t e l \' ) 
53 Cert a in -
pub l !l'a t iuns · 
57 Rained ice 
58 C lad 
59 Brother of 
Pol lux 
60 Heat-detecting 
device, e .g .  
DOWN 
l Soft mineral 
2 Constructiun 
piece 
3 Apol lo's 
mot her 
4 Apol lo ' s 
bi rthplace 
5 SALT 
pa rtidpant 
6 Bonnie ' s  
partner 
7 C ity on the 
Mose l l e  
8 E x - K n i c k  
Mun roe 
9 -- terr�r 
1 1  Tutors ' offe ri ngs 
3 
1 0  
1 5  
. 1 8  
28 
3 7  
4 1  
5 7  
59 
1 2  Meretricious · 
quality 
13  Large or full 
measures 
14 Byzantine 
coins 
16 Q-V connect ion 
1 7  Rumple 
21  Wrapped , as a 
Christmas gift 
22 Broadway 
mus ical 
·23 Wall hangings 
25 New Yorkers , 
J erseyites et 
a l .  
2 6  Perfume base 
27 Rough 
30 G russ 's  lesser 
partner 
3 1 - Na Na of 
TV fame 
32 S l i p 
38 -- -wea r 
c lot hes 
5 e 
. 39 Fi l l  up 
42 Grooming, 
making up, 
etc . 
44 Item near a 
gutter 
46 Evened the 
score 
47 Symbol of 
voracity 
48 Amphora 
adjunct 
49 Celebrat ion 
52 Mountain : 
Prefix 
53 Rel . of P h . D .  
5 4  Saul ' s  uncle or  
grandfather 
55 Each TD earns 
· six of these · 
56 One who 
t ransmi ts : 
Abbr . 
e a 
See page 9 of New� for answers 
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1 0:30 p.m.  
2 . 1 5 . 20-News 
3-Star Trek 
9-Lou Grant 
1 a-Lorne Greene·s New 
Wilderness 
38-Switch 
1 1  :05 p.tn. 
4-0pen Up 
1mil ian·s Mexico . ! • - �',- <-l 
1 a-Wonder Woman 
' -1)· ·  .. 
1 7 -Austin C ity Limits 
1 2-lllinois Press 
1 7 . 38-XIV Winter Olympic 
Games 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
· 2-Movie : "Sidney Shorr 
( 1 98 1 ) Tony Randall plays a ·  
weary middle-aged artist 
whose drab l ife is brightened 
by a spirited young actress 
who moves into his apart­
ment . 
1 0-Dance Fever 
1 5 . 2a-Movie .  "Murder by 
Decree . . .  Sherlock Holmes 
sets out to nab Jack the Rip­
per.  
1 7-Taking Adva[ltage 
Midnight . 1 1  :30 p.lri. 
3-Nitecap 
9-Movie :  "Vera Cruz . . . 
1 1 954)  An outlaw joins an ex­
Confederate major to escort a 
gold shipment across Max-
1 7-World Vision International 
38-Fame 
12:05 a.m. 
4-Movie:  . .  Romeo and 
Juliet . . . ( 1 968) 
Campus clJps 
UB Graphics Committee wil l meet Monday . Feb. 1 3  at 4 : aa 
p. . m .  in the workroom . 
Student Accounting Spc:iety wil l  sponsor a VITA Tax Project 
Saturday . Feb. 1 1 .  9 : a6- 1 1 : aa a . m .  in  Blair Hall Room 1 08 .  
Students wi l l  help people frtl out their 1 a4aEZ.  1 a4aA and 1 a4a 
Federal Tax forms fre� of charge_ 
((� . ,, � 
J , \� � ' . .  ·�· 
--- ------- · --, 
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Milk and Honey tastes sweet. 
&I. f MILK AND HONEY 
;f John Lennon and Yoko Ono 
. . E Milk and Honey has got to be one of the most long-� awaited rock albums since . . .  well , since 1980's Double 
.!. Fantasy . Its release has been promised time and again .! since that fateful day in December 1980 , and after 
� three long years, it's finally out . · 
� Recorded during the same sessions that resulted in 
.! Double Fantasy , the new LP carries on John and 
!::: Yoko's "heart play. "  Thematically , Milk and Honey ; chronicles the · pair's life from the time Lennon left 
� Yoko in 1974 to their reunion several months later . 
.! The album starts with Lennon's leaving the ol' 
1- homestead via "I'm Stepping Out . "  He prefaces the 
song with a little explanation ("This here's the story 
about a househusband who, 'you know , j�t had to get 
out of the house . . .  ") . Boasting a bouncy arrangement 
that recalls _mid '70s Elton John , the song certainly 
gets things off to a pleasant start- even if it is a bit light 
lyrically . 
Yoko's "Sleepless Night" follows . It's chock-full of 
all her old tricks (quirky arrangement, weird sounds, 
moans and echoes) , and so for that reason is satisfying 
enough.  Listeners who didn't like her cuts on Fan tasy 
won't be converted here , however; Yoko affects a 
broad gloopy vocal that ultimately renders the entire 
number inane.. 
Lennon returns with the charging "I Don't Wanna 
Face It . "  It's another of those self-examination-under­
the-microscope numbers that Lennon does so well , 
and this one is no disappointment . 
In the verses ,  the artist speaks to himself ("Say 
you're looking for a place to go where/Nobody knows 
your name") . At the refrain ,  he shifts to first person : 
"Well I can dish it out/But I just can't take i� . "  
The band sails through this one at a peppy dip , and 
there's a terrific lead guitar part (one of at least six 
people deserves credit. I'd like to think it's Lennon 
t-).ims�lf) . :rtie singer howls and cries toward the end 
• haaes·of "Cold Turkey") . Don't get . the impression 
that it's some sort of outtake from Plastic Ono Band, 
however; it's basically just conventional rock-n-roll . 
Yoko's bit of self-advice,  "Don't Be Scared,"  is next . 
Sung with a breathy chorus and featuring a lazy quasi­
reggae arrangement, the song would be a success if 
not for the cabaret-style repetition of each line , which 
has an oddly belittling effect . 
That strong single,  "Nobody Told Me , "  follows . It's 
a look at the world as the liberated Lennon sees it , 
lyrically a sort of "Sounds of Silence" : "Everybody's 
talking. and no one says a word/Everybody's making 
love and no one really cares . "  Centered around an in­
volving bass part, the song is immediately catchy , of­
ten bursting into whimsical flight musically . 
The refrain is certainly a catchphrase for the '80s : 
"Nobody told me there'd be days .like these ,"  with 
Lennon rushing to cram all the words in . By song's 
end,  he's inured to all the events surrounding him , like 
any good New Yorker:  "There's UFO's· over New 
York/ And I ain't too surprised" (Le.nnon Trivia Fact 
• 734 : Lennon claimed to have seen a UFO in 1974) . 
"Strange days indeed , "  he's left to marvel .  
Yoko's short acoustic "O 'Sanity" finishes side one.  
Again , it's a pretty good song ruined by her 
delivery- at the end she sounds like some petulant 
four-year-old : "Let go, let go, cut it out!" Good advice 
for the engineer . 
Side two opens with another solid Lennon tune ,  
"Borrowed Time . "  Beginning with only a guitar ac­
companiment, a bass and drums are eventually ad­
ded , and by the refrain it's blossomed into a full­
fledged pop song.  Besides the obvious irony of the line 
"[iving on borrowed time , "  the song is also notable in 
terms of its theme.  Lennon notes how confusing and 
complicated life was when he was younger.  The focus 
shifts in the last verse , however, to a simple , heartfelt 
message : 
Good to be older 
Would not exchange a single day 
in a year 
Good to be older, uh h u h ,  you bet 
Less complications, everything clear. 
The song ends with a humorous little rap about the 
· problems of adolescence , done in. Lennon's best 
Liverpudlian accent: "How am I gonna get rid of the 
pimples,  does she really loov me , all that crap . . .  " 
Yoko's "Your Hands" follows, featuring an erotic 
arrangement put forth by a "panting" synthesizer . 
Yoko sings the lyrics in Japanese , then speaks them in 
English . This strategy comes close to embarrassing oc­
casionally , but Yoko's delivery and the arrangement 
are both so· dramatically beautiful that it becomes cap­
tivating . 
Lennon's " (Forgive Me) My Little Flower 
finds him returning home . The theme of the 
at its most painfully obvious here , with Lenn 
saying awkwardly, "I'm home" at the end. The 
performance of the rest of the band,  espe 
slinky bass part, overcomes this for the most p 
A pair of songs recorded on home-cassette 
follow : Yoko's "Let Me Count the Ways" a 
non's "Grow Old with Me . "  These are , as Yoko 
the liner notes, essentially musical renditions of 
by Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning. Y 
charming, with only a piano as accompanime 
non's sounds more polished ,  of course , and 
moving, if not a little ironic ('.'Grow old alo 
me/The best is yet to be") . 
. Milk and Honey concludes with Yoko's "Y 
One" - easily her best cut on the album . 
very few people in the world who would accu 
of being a good singer in the conventional se 
just can't sustain her voice in a given octave i 
long . 
"You're the One" shows off her voice in 
favorable context : a variety of ranges,  without 
the self-consciousness that creeps in on most 
other songs here . By repeating certain lines, she 
to explore it with a different interpretation e 
through inflection and pause . 
So.  How does Milk and Horiey compare · 
Lennon albums? Well , it holds up favorably to 
Fan tasy ; and it certainly beats the hell out of 
the stuff on hls mid-'70s clinkers Mind Ga 
Walls- and Bridges . As for topping the ear 
discs , sorry , no .  
The musicianship i s  understandably im 
here , since the Lennons hired some of the best 
men around (bassist Tony Levin , guitarists H 
Cracken and Earl Slick . and drummer 
Newmark) . 
Not surprisingly, Yoko's songs are , for 
part , the lesser half . For her , side one is almost 
plete washout . (Where is the passion so eviden 
earlier albums like 1971's  Fly? On side two.  St 
parenthetical . )  If given a ch0ice , I'd rather 
1970's screarnfest Yoko Ono/Plastic Ono Ba 
than her stuff on side one . The hints of grea 
come dropped by "Kiss Kiss Kiss , "  "Walking 
Ice" and the Season of Glass LP are at last i 
through on the second side,  especially "Yo 
One . "  
· 
Lennon , however, was certainly on the ri 
All of his songs (with the possible exception of 
Princess") are quite good and memorable, 
Don't Wanna Face It" and "Nobody Told 
ticularly shine . The man definitely had som · 
to give,  and it is quite a shame that we'll ne 
what new heights he could have attained . 
r:����������.__.__..��������������� �· EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MIN ISTRY � Special Gift Idea's for Your Valentine at 
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6th 
John 
Paul 
George 
Ringo 
MazUIQa Re(.!ords 
CELEBRATES 
The Beatles 
345-
33 1 4  
John 
Paul 
George 
Ringo 
20yr. Anniversary 
We've Got The1n Alli · Including C�llectable First Issues-
· We'll Special Order Anything in Print-
Mar-Chris Gift Shop 
We offer a variety of gifts 
for that special one 
in your life. 
,.. 
500 oth St . We Add That Extra Touch ! 
Why not? Let's teach the kids 
pipes of peace . Sounds like a 
lution to all those wars and 
're stuck with . Thanks Paul . 
umanitarian 'sentiment is Paul 
y's answer to the problem of 
ggle expfored on 1982's Tug 
Like the medicine-show elixir 
the "Say Say Say" video,  the 
Pipes of Peace off er instant 
in the form of simple pop 
ents and airy vocals and lyrics 
o the quotation appearing in-
1lbum jacket : In love all of life 's 
·ans dissolve and disappear. 
, this album provides strong 
for the argument that Paul Mc­
needs to work with a partner of 
ble talent . Pardon my nostalgic 
but how about someone with 
·ve ability of say . . .  John Len­
of War found McCartney 
with the likes of Stevie Won-
1 Perkins , Ringo Starr and 
Pipes of Peace has , with 
Jackson replacing Wonder , a 
pporting cast-so why the dif­
quality? 
Tug of War displayed rare 
of McCartney battling with 
confronting personal doub­
most importantly -writing and 
ut the struggle . 
pes of Peace Paul is back to 
nal stance-silly love songs 
ahead , which would be fine if 
any of the conflict which the 
album's best cuts offer . 
nally , as in the title track , 
thy fear is suggested : 
t do you say? 
the human race 
n in a day? 
ii/ someone save 
planet ?ue're playing on? 
the on ;� · 'Jne? 
at are we going to do?) 
especially ominous in light of 
at McCartney and the Beatles 
ght by many to be the saviors 
Id in the 1960s . 
ep Under Cov€r" McCartney 
from the world's tugs of 
p under cover 'ti/ the battle is 
eep under cover 'ti / the 
ore released 
111 
• • • While McC.artney' s 'Pipes' loses its wind l 
. . -
� A U l  M c C i\ k T N EY 
Amidst a racing string section , 
reminiscent of "Eleanor Rigby , "  Paul 
asks some pressing questions , such as 
"What good is butter if you haven't got 
bread?" and seemingly finding no an­
swers , he concludes "Might as well be in 
bed . "  Hey , what can the richest man in 
show business do? 
The theme of struggle is finally con­
cluded on "Tug of Peace , "  a brief song 
which features the best vocals on the 
album , some throaty yells noticeably 
lacking on the other cuts . 
The album is saved , especially com­
mercially , by the duets with Michael 
Jackson , "Say Say Say" and "The 
Man . "  Although not as strong as prior 
efforts with Stevie Wonder , these cuts 
show off Paul's ever-present pop smarts 
and his ability to work with other talen­
ted artists . 
"Say Say Say , "  well you've all heard 
or seen it , and if you're like me,  you en­
joyed this song for what it is-pure dan­
ceable pop . What I'd give for a whole 
album of this . Did anybody say Thriller? 
Although -lacking the immediate appeal 
of the former song , "The Man" bounces 
along harmlessly , showcasing the talent 
for melody these performers seem to 
pull off with their eyes closed . The song 
has an innocent 1960s feel which 
Jackson and his brothers adopted 
from -guess who?-the Beatles .and 
their early sound.  
On the heels of  this joyous duet 
follow the album's most disappointing 
songs , "Sweetest Little Show" and 
"Average Person . "  The former is subtle 
attack of the critics who repeatedly tear 
McCartney's music to pieces and again 
he offers the wolves some of that magic 
elixir of happiness : "And if they try to 
criticize you , make them smile , make 
them smile . "  1 have no trouble disliking 
this song with a smile on my face . Give 
me "Venus and Mars/Rock Show" any 
day . 
The latter is an attempt at celebrating 
"the man on the streets ; "  similar , but 
not -nearly as effective as earlier efforts 
such as "Penny Lane" or "London 
Town . "  The problem here is that Mc­
Cartney wrote a song no better than the 
average person might .  Like it or not 
Paul , we expect more from you . 
"The Other Me . "  aside from vintage 
McCartney vocals near the end of the 
song , is a throwaway . only hinting at 
another side to his personality that 
rarely comes through on record . Even 
more disappointing is "Hey Hey . "  an in­
strumental featuring jazz bassist Stanley 
Clarke . The jam goes nowhere . wasting 
the talents of these two fine bass 
players . 
"So Bad" and ·Through Our Love . " 
which close sides one and two . respec­
tively , are piano ballads in the Mc­
Cartney tradition . Although . neither 
song is as moving as ''The Long and _ 
Winding Road , '"  these songs would be 
more acceptable if there was some 
screaming rock 'n' roll to temper all the­
soft stuff . 
Since cr9oning "Ti! there was you" 
ANH EUSER BUSCH 
Tr�ck Driver $2QOO Shirts 
Call SCOTT HICKS your Campus 
Rep at 345-3 688 3 26 Lincol n  
�V\\{\'f.. �\{\� Short Sleeve Shirts 
\ � � 'b"Q Also Available 
.... '::r • 
iiii1 
on The Ed Sullivan Show, Paul has � 
been telling us that love is the answer , 1 � 
so why don't I believe him as much i 
anymore? Probably because this ; 
message was once . driven home with a f 
rhythm guitar as often as with the lullaby � 
arrangements found on this album . Mc- � 
Cartney seems to have forgotten that e­
for every "Yesterday" there is an "I ' m � 
Down . "  g. 
� c 
-Jim Cald::JJell � 
-
Rel<indle Your 
Spi r it  at -
Wesley 
. Sunday Supper 
5:30 p.m. 
Sunday 
Cost: s 1 .25  
Sponsored by 
Wesley -· : 
Foundat ion-. 
(across from Lawson) 
-
co co A 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · 
Problem Nails? 1 I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Break the 
Pizza Habit 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
We offer the finest in Polyester 
Polymer Nails 
"Origi-Nail" 
$ 20 
BEFORE AFfER 
(dry, short) (long, beautiful) 1 
Make Your Appointment Today 
The Nail Boutique 
603 Madison (J&B Glass Co. )  345-959 1 
at 
Sirloin Stockade I I 
-Sunday Night-Student Special- I I 
F REE 
SALAD 
BARI $ 1 .29 Value 
(with Meal) 
Just Bring Your E.I.U. 
Student I .D. 
I 
" 
• •  
SIRLOIN : S'ftlCKADE t 
801 W. Linco ln : 
3 4 5 -3 1 1  7 I open Da i ly 1 1 -9 1 
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So Paul McCartney Is the richest man · 
; , in show business and Is also reportedly 
::I very stingy. And he and Linda were ; recently arrested again for possession of 
1i marijuana. George Harrison has a '!, fascination with formula race cars. 
� Ringo Starr Is married to the gorgeous � Barbara Bach, the actress he met on the 
� set of the film Caveman .  
g And thanks to everyone from a tarot 
• card reader to an old girlfriend, we may 
:: now know the "inside story" on John 
� Lennon's last few "private years . "  
We'll probably b e  hearing such trivia 
about the former Beatles until they all 
hit rock 'n' roll heaven, or when the so­
called friends and hangers-on who write 
all the books run out of good gossip . 
Although it is possibly too early to 
say, I don't think the part that actually 
matters-the songs-will ever be forgot­
ten . 
In the next century, only the most 
dedicated historian will know that Len­
non retired to seclusion in the Dakota 
five years prior to his death , but the 
music fan will thrill with cold shivers 
down the spine at hearing the 
"aaaaaah's" of "A Day in the Life . "  
Also , McCartney's · interjection of 
"Because she loves you" before the 
chorus of that song will forever cause 
girls to swoon . 
I belong to what critics or sociologists 
term the "second generation" of Beatie 
fans, because I wasn't even two years 
old when the Beatles played The Ed 
Sullivan Show. Despite having older 
sisters, it wasn't until 1977 that the 
mania caught up with me . Upon 
Ll9king through a glass onio 
hearing "Hello Goodbye" late one night 
on a local radio station , I knew I had 
missed something. . 
Believe me, I've beert through the all 
the trivia and history books, but it really 
doesn't matter that some sociologists 
think the Beatles changed the attitudes 
of the youth, that Paul McCartney 
might be dead or that in 1966 John 
Lennon told a British reporter the 
Beatles were "bigger" than Jesus Christ . 
In the end it all comes down to the 
music . · 
While everyone has been writing and 
talking about how many teenagers met 
the Beatles at John F.  Kennedy In­
ternational Airport in 1964, I've been 
listening to the music . 
Keep in mind that's listening , not 
reminiscing . First of all- I was too 
young to remember- and more im­
portantly , the songs remain as fresh 
today. Play an obscure B side such as 
"Rain" or "I'll Get You , "  and tell me I'm 
wrong .  
There isn't anyone who knows pop 
music that would question the Beatles' 
Impact. They released 12 albums which 
changed the face of rock 'n' roll every 
year during the 1960s and upon the 
break-up of the band in 1970, pop 
music's progress seemed to slow to a 
dead halt . 
I grew up with the radio during the 
last decade and the only significant 
movement seemed to be the punk ex­
plosion of 1977 , and sadly that never 
hit the radio until the sound was cleaned 
up into the sterilized New Wave . 
When the Beatles quit moving for­
ward and split, we lost more than four 
guys who made good music . We lost 
the cutting edge . Don't get me wrong, 
there have been some fine singles and 
albums released during the past 14 
years, but no individual or group has 
been able to sustain a new approach 
through each album as the Beatles did. 
Despite all the synthesizers, no one in 
music is able to synthesize the varied 
elements bouncing around, in pop music 
today . Every artist has his or her own 
corner of the market and seems content 
to paint that corner well , while staying 
- clear of the others . 
Meanwhile , you're saying, 'Don't 
these old albums, however fresh they 
may be , become boring when one 
realizes with sadness that they are finite? 
That no matter how much a listener 
might wish , there will never be one 
more song by Lennon/McCartney like 
"If I Fell" or "Please Please Me?"' 
My solution to this longing is the 
illegal bootlegs , both live and studio out­
takes of songs which continue to crawl 
out in bold record stores and pirate 
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music catalogs. From such 
can hear the Beatles during 
of their career, writing 
studio, jamming pn oldies or 
screaming crowds eve 
Atlanta to Tokyo. 
There are moments on t 
that captivate me as much as 
on "She Said She Said" or 
na" fade-out of "Hey Jude ."  
From the Decca audit! 
when the Beatles were turned 
their attempt at a record co 
1962, comes the magic po 
Paul and George harmonize 
Good Care of My Baby ,"  hint! 
at the sound they would make 
two years · later. And George' 
staking guitar solos which wer 
polished. 
On the seemingly · infinite n 
Let It Be bootlegs, I hear the 
without the characteristic 
polish , sounding like a lusty 
Rolling Stones .  Then there's P 
forming "Blackbird" for perhaps 
time in front of anyone , expl 
moon-child Donovan that 
"wrote it the other night, you 
Nothing special . 
Yes, the magic is all in the m 
Thank God there are 
haven't even seen yet . I should 
to make it through another de 
them alone . By then if nothing'. 
comes, I suppose I'll just 
Please Please Me again . 
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